
CHAPTER 111
 

FORMAL THEORY OF NUCLEAR 
REACTIONS 

1. INTRODUCTION 

А formal theory of nuclear reactions should provide а framework within which 
it is possible to describe the wide range of reaction mechanisms exhibited in 
nuclear collisions. It should develop, directly from the nuclear Hamiltonian, the 
amplitude for the rapid processes, such as the single-step direct reactions as 
well as for the relatively slow compound nuclear resonance reactions. It should 
include the intermediate structure doorway state reactions and go beyond to 
the multistep reactions of both the direct and compound variety. It should Ье 

possible to obtain in the high-energy limit the multiple scattering approximation 
of Chapter 11. Finally, it should permit the application of statistical 
considerations and thus obtain the statistical theories of nuclear reactions 
applicable to the various experimental situations. It should Ье emphasized that 
the formal theory only develops а framework; а framework that provides а means 
for inserting the physics of the reaction under consideration. Опсе this is done, 
the theory should yield expressions that al10w а direct interpretation of the 
experimental data in terms of wel1-defined parameters. 

As we have emphasized, reactions сап Ье ordered according to the time delay 
they involve. Time delay in а given reaction сап Ье introduced Ьу providing 
alternative mechanisms to the direct оnе Ьу means of which the system сап 

proceed to the exit channel of interest. Instead of the system proceeding in а 

single step to the final state, it сап make а transition to another channel (or 
channels) and so delay the development of the final state. This possibility is 
shown schematical1y in Fig. 1.1 for the case of elastic scattering for simplicity; 
that is, it is assumed that the energy is so low that this is the only reaction that 
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сап оссцг. Following the direct route the system would never leave the entrance 
channel. This route is symbolized Ьу АР. But as is indicated Ьу the figure, the 
time-delayed routes ABCDEF сап also contribute to the process. The time delay 
depends onthe ratio of the probability of the transition from the entrance 
channel to the "other" channels, ВС in the figure, to the probability that the 
system proceeds immediately to the final state, symbolized Ьу Р. However, this 
branching ratio is not the only parameter of importance. For example, if it were 
large, not only would the transition from the entrance channel Ье rapid but the 
transition back to the entrance channel would Ье equally quick. There would 
Ье some time delay but not necessarily а substantial опе. For the latter to оссцг, 

another condition needs to Ье satisfied, опе that inhibits the return transition. 
То see what this condition is, it is necessary to decompose the other channels 

into а group that connect direct]y with the entrance channel and the remainder, 
as illustrated Ьу Fig. 1.2. As indicated, the system сап proceed to the doorway 
channels, as those channels that couple directly to the entrance channel are 
designated, and either proceed оп to the "remaining" channels or return back 
to the entrance channel. The remaining channels, Ьу definition, do not couple 
directly to the entrance channel. Thus а second important parameter is the 
ratio of the probability for the transition from the doorway to the remaining 
channels to the probability for the transition from the doorway back to the 
entrance channels. If this ratio is large, the time delay will Ье large for then the 
system will Ье trapped, spending а considerable fraction of the interaction time 
oscillating between the doorway channels and the remaining channels. 

This time delay сап Ье especially long at particular energies, the resonance 
energies, as сап Ье seen from the following discussion. Suppose for а moment 
that the transition probability from the doorway channels to the entrance 
channel were zero. Then the system, if placed in other channels (consisting of 
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the doorway and remaining channels), would Ье bound. Under these circum
stances the system will oscillate between the doorway and remaining channels 
indefinitely but only at certain energies, the bound-state energies, Еь. Suppose 
now that the transition probability to and from the entrance channel is increased 
[гогп zero. It fol1ows that when the incident energy is correspondingly close to 
the binding energies Еь, а very long time delay will ensue and the system will 
resonate. As this transition probability increases, the resonant energy will 
increasingly depart from Еь, and usual1y the time delay will Ье reduced. 

In summary, resonances will occur for elastic scattering when the system, 
restricted to other channels, as illustrated in Fig. 1.3,has bound states of positive 
energy, Еь . The resonance energies will Ье closet to Еь . The coupling to the 
entrance channel need not Ье smal1. However, if it is strong, the shift of the 
resonance energy from Еь will Ье large and the width increased, that is, the 
time delay shortened. 

Resonance scattering of light Ьу atoms provides а wel1-known example. The 
incident projectile is а photon of energy по»; the target ап atom in its ground 
state. This system forms the entrance channel. This channel will couple to ап 

excited state of the atom with excitation energy в. In the absence of the electro
magnetic coupling Ьу virtue of which radiation back to the ground state would 
оссцг, this excited state is bound. When the photon energy псо is close to в, 

nШ.- в, а resonance in the scattering of the photon will occur in which the 
incident photon is absorbed Ьу the atom and then emitted. 

This effect сап also Ье observed in the passage of monochromatic light 
through а medium made ир of such atoms. If again nШ.- в, the index of 
refraction, n, will undergo а very sharp change as а function of photon energy, 
as illustrated in Fig. 1.4, the phenomenon being referred to as anomalous 
dispersion. 

Another example, and опе that more closely approaches the nuclear case, 
considers the interactions of а projectile (e.g., а neutron) and а target nucleus 
in the ground state. The incident projectile moves in а field of force exerted Ьу 

the nucleus, as illustrated in Fig. 1.5а. The target nucleus shown in the same 

tIf Еь is near zero, the efТect of coupling to the entrance сЬаппеl сап тоуе the resonance energy 
to negative values. ТЬе resonance is then referred to as а negative energy resonance. This concept 
is useful if there is ап efТect of the resonance at positive energies. 
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figure consists, in the independent particle model, of nucleons, indicated Ьу the 
filled circles, in the bound-state orbits. Figure 1.5а then illustrates the entrance 
channel. As а consequence of the interaction between the projectile and the 
target, а nucleon in the target is raised in energy while the incident projectile 
loses а corresponding amount of energy. If the excitation energy of the target 
is в and the incident projectile energy is Е, the energy of the projectile is Е - в. 

This situation is shown in Fig. 1.5Ь, where it is assumed that Е - в is negative. 
The system is now bound in the sense that allthe nucleons are individually 
bound. Of course, if the excitation energy of the target were to Ье returned to 
the projectile, it would again Ье unbound. But in the absense of that coupling 
the system is а bound оnе, although the total energy Е is positive. The potential 
in which the projectile moves does have а bound state at - Еь, indicated Ьу 

the line in the projectile half ofthe figure. According to the qualitative discussion 
presented earlier, when Е - в is close to - Еь, or 

а resonance will occur. This example is still very far from а realistic description 
of the neutron-nucleus interaction, but it does contain the essential elements. 

1---- r -. ~====::::::;;r --..f----- r ----. ~=+====:::::::;.,..r ---.• 

Projectile Target Projectile Target 
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FIG.l.5 
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А detailed, albeit simple example will serve to illustrate this discussion. The 
Hamiltonian of the system illustrated in Fig. 1.5 сап Ье written 

(1.1) 

where r is the coordinate of the incident particle and ; represents аВ the 
independent coordinates of the nucleons in the nucleus. Т is the kinetic energy 
орегагог, V(r,;) the potential energy of the projectile relative to the target center 
of mass, and Н N the Hamiltonian for the target nucleus, therefore depending 
only оп;. Assume for simplicity that this Hamiltonian has only two eigenvalues, 
О and в, with the corresponding normalized wave functions Фо(;) and Ф1(;). 

The total wave function for the system is then 

(1.2) 

where ио and и 1 describe the projectile wave functions in the two channels 
Fig. 1.5а and Ь, respectively. Inserting this expression for 'Р -in the Sсhrбdiпgеr 

equation, 

Н'Р = Е'Р 

and using the orthogonality of Фо and Ф 1 yields а pair of coupled equations 
for ио and и 1 : 

where 

The integrations in these matrix elements is, as indicated, over the variables ; 
only. We now assume that ио and и 1 аге spherical, that Voo is given Ьу ап 

attractive square weB, 

that 

J..h 2 

= - - J(r - а) J.. = constantV1 1 
2т 
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and that 

АI1 2 

Vo1 = V1 О = - - b(r - а) А = constant 
2т 

Непсе и о and И 1 satisfythe differential equations 

и~ + (k2 + к~)ио = - Ab(r - а)И 1 r~a (1.За) 

и'~ +(- к2 + Ab(r - а))И 1 = - Ab(r - а)и о (1.3Ь) 

where 

2 2т 2 2т 
к =-(Е- Е) К О = -2 Vo112 11 

and 

This selection ofpotentials has the merit that (1.ЗЬ) in the absence ofthe coupling 
to the entrance channel has only оnе bound state at к = Ко; that is, 

v'~ + [ - K~ + Ab(r - a)Jv 1 = О 

has only оnе bound state solution. We leave it as аn exercise for the reader to 
show that Ко satisfies the equation 

(1.4) 

The right-hand side of this equation is given Ьу the solid curve in Fig. 1.6. 
When Аа> 1, оnе solution of (1.4) exists at the intersection of the curve and 

FIG.l.6 
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the dashed line. As we shall see, the resonance generated Ьу the coupled 
equations (1.3) will occur near the solution of (1.4) 

As а first step we integrate (l.за) and (l.зь) over а small range а ± д. This yields 

и~(a+) - и~(a-) =  Аи 1(а) 

и'1(а+) - и'1(а-) + Аи 1(а) = - Аио(а) 

Note that 

ио = sin Kr r~a 

{
а sinh кг r~a 

u 
1- asinhkae-к(r-а) r~a 

where 

and а is а constant to Ье determined. It is now а simple matter to evaluate 

Оnе obtains 

А 2 а 2 

f = Ка cot Ка + -------- (1.5) 
[2ка/(1 - е - 2ка)] - Аа 

As we show in the Appendix to this chapter, resonances occur whenf = о. The 
second term in (1.5) is plotted in Fig. 1.7. Assuming that k« Ко, the first term 
is а constant that we take to Ье positive as аn example. The function f equals 
zero at the intersection of the dashed line and the solid curve. The value of the 
resonance energy, ER, is ER= t: - п2K~/2m. This is а resonance if ER> о. 

The difference between K R and ко depends оп the curvature of the second 
term as а function of ка and the size of the first. Assuming that KR '" ко, оnе 

obtains 

А 2а 2 

KRa ~ коа + - ---------
А (1 - Аа + 2к оа)Ка cot Ка 

ко 

This formula demonstrates that the deviation of the K R from ко, that is, the 
deviation of the resonance energy from the energy of the bound state of channel 
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и 1, grows as the strength of the coupling between the channels measured Ьу 

Аа increases. 
The width of the resonance is shown in the Appendix to this chapter to Ье 

given Ьу 

-2ка 
г=---- (1.6)

(а f /а Е)Е == Е R 

Evaluating the derivative at Ко rather than at K R, to simplify the result, and 
assuming Ка to Ье constant yields 

2h 2kK2 
Г ~ о _ 

тА [1 + (2к о - А)а] (Ка cot Ка)2 

We see, as predicted, that the width increases (and the time delay decreases) as 
the coupling strength increases. 

When Е differs from ER Ьу ап energy several times Г, the energy variation 
of the cross section because of the energy variation of the second term оп the 
right-hand side of (1.5) becomes unimportant. Of course, ап effect remains, and 
usually the coupling to the second channel does increase the time delay. 

In ап actual projectile-nucleus reaction, the second channel is replaced Ьу 

тапу channels labeled "other" channels in Fig. 1.1.There are then тапу bound 
states and correspondingly, тапу resonances, in contrast to the single bound 
state and single resonance of the coupled equations (1.3). In the next section 
the formalism applicable to the гпоге complex and гпоге realistic situation is 
developed. 
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2. FORMAL THEORY 

ТЬе formal theory of nuclear reactions presented below relies оп the concepts 
presented in the preceding section. Of course, the system to which it is applied, 
the compound system consisting of the projectile plus target nucleus, is much 
more complex than the system discussed at the end of Section 1 for which the 
target nucleus was assumed to have only two states, the ground state and опе 

excited state. Nevertheless, it is possible Ьу using projection operator techniques 
to rephrase the more general problem so that significant similarities to the 
simpler case are developed. 

What we shall do is to partition аН the states of the system into two sets of 
states. Опе set will contain the entrance channel and at least those channels 
that аге involved in the prompt сотпропеш of the reaction amplitude, that is, 
those which contribute to the direct single step as well as direct multistep 
processes for the reaction under consideration. This set of channels will play а 

role similar to that of иоl/J о of (1.2). The second set will contain аН the remaining 
channels (the other channels) including, necessarily, those that аге bound in the 
absence of coupling to the first set. They play а role similar to that of u11/J 1 of(1.2). 

These conditions do not constitute а precise definition of the partition. As 
we shall see, this lack of precision is useful since it allows the insertion of the 
pertinent physics of the problem into its analytical formulation. Опе illustration 
of such а partition would Ье helpful. Suppose that the physical process is the 
elastic and inelastic scattering of а pion Ьу а nucleus (to avoid, inthis illustration, 
the complications of the Pauli principle that would occur if the incident particle 
were а proton or, for that matter, апу nuclear projectile). The appropriate set 
of states will include the entrance channel uo(r)1/J o(~) as well as the inelastic 
states un(r)1/Jn(~)' where I/J n are the states of the target nucleus, I/J о being the 
ground state, I/J 1 the first excited state, and so оп; ~ are the coordinates, including 
spin and isospin of the nucleons making ир the target. The functions un(r) give 
the wave functions of the pion, where r is the pion coordinate relative to the 
center of mass of the target. If the energy of the projectile is Е and the excitation 
energy corresponding to I/J n is t the energy associated with the pion is Е - t •n , n 

If this energy is positive, the asymptotic form of the wave function иn , n =1= О, 

will Ье of the form of ап outgoing wave eiknr/r, where kn = [2m/h 2 )(E - t n)J l /2. 
Those channels for which kn is real, that is, (Е - t n ) > О, are called ореn channels. 
If Е - t n is less than zero, kn is pure imaginary and the asymptotic form of иn 
is proportional to eiknr/r = е -Iknlr/r. These channels are referred to as closed 
channels. 

Опсе the representation of the Hilbert space to Ье used is described, the next 
task is partition into the prompt (the first set) and delaying (the second set) 
components. Опе solution is to include аН the ореп channels in the first set 
and аН the closed channels in the second set. This is the partition most commonly 
used at relatively low projectile energies, since then the number of ореп channels 
will Ье small. However, еуеп in this case it sometimes proves advantageous to 
include some of the closed channels in the prompt space, or vice versa, some 
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ofthe ореп channels шйте space ofthe delaying channels. This option is always 
ауаilаЫе. 

At high projectile energies, the delaying channels Ьесоmе unimportant for 
the most part. АН important channels аге prompt (although there сап Ье delayed 
after-effects) and the partition used in Chapter II selects for the first set just 
those channels that are of immediate interest (e.g., the entrance channel if elastic 
scattering is being studied). 

The selection of the set un(r)l/Jn(~) is not just а matter of convenience. There 
is ап implied statement in making that choice regarding the геаспоп тпеспашвтп. 
For example, it is implicitly asserted that particle transfer channek а!е not 
important for elastic ог inelastic scattering. This is, in fact, not always thf; case, 
for it сап occur that Ьу transferring а particle or cluster of particles from the 
projectile to the target, it is possible at some energies easily to excite а "giant" 
resonance of the new system formed in this way. Inelastic excitation or elastic 
scattering of the target would foHow if inverse particle transfer back to the 
projectile is made. In the case of pion-nucleus collision, the list given аооме of 
the possible channels in fact omitted опе significant channel that is formed 
when the pion is absorbed Ьу the target nucleon, the ~. 

These examples stress the flexibility of the partition and the role of physical 
intuition, first, in selecting the complete set that is to Ье partitioned and then, 
in choosing the partition. 

Since the nature ofthe representation of the Hilbert space of the problem 
will vary considerably, it will Ье useful to develop а general formalism. Toward 
this end let us assume that the Hilbert space of the problemis partitioned as 
described аЬоуе into two orthogonal components, f!JJ and f2. The first of these, 
f!JJ, will contain the prompt channels; the other, f2, the closed channels, the exact 
nature ofthe partition depending оп tlle physics ofthe reaction being considered, 
as described аЬоуе. The projection operators Р and Qproject onto the subspace 
f!JJ and f2, respectively, and satisfy 

Р = pt Q = Qt 
(2.1)

р2 = Р Q2 = Q 

P+Q=l 

The state vector of the system, '1', satisfies the Schrodinger equation 

(Е - Н)'I' = О (2.2) 

We сап now determine the equation satisfied Ьу the prompt component of ЧJ, 

Р'I', and the time-delaying component, Q'I'. Writing 

'1' = Р'I' + Q'I' 

and multiplying (2.2) from the left Ьу Р and Q yields 

(2.3) 



and 
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(2.4)
 

where 

If we write 

Н = H'(/-r-V 

where Но is the sum of the Hamiltonians for the internal degrees of freedom 
of the projectile and target and the kinetic energy operator for their relative 
motion. It is usual to restrict the class ofprojection operators to those for which 

The analogy of (2.3) and (2.4) with (1.3) of Section 1 is rather clear. Whereas 
in the latter case 9 and!l contain only опе component (1/r)uофо and (1/r)U 1Фl' 
respectively, the more general case of (2.3) and (2.4) will contain таnу 

components. 
This simple partition сап Ье used to obtain some quite general results. We 

сап formally solve (2.4) as follows: 

1 
Q'P = HQpP'P (2.5)

Е(+)-Н
QQ 

This expression includes the boundary condition that there is по incident wave 
in the subspace !l. The i1] in Е( +) = Е + i1], 1]-+ 0+, is included in case some of 
the ореn channels are in !l. Substituting (2.5) in (2.3) yields 

(2.6) 

where 

1 
(2.7)н; = п., + H pQЕ(+) _ Н H Qp 

QQ 

The first term оп the right-hand side, НРР' is associated with the prompt process. 
The second term describes the time-delaying effect of coupling 9 space with !l, 
propagation in !l as given Ьу l/(Е(+) - H QQ) and then reemission into 9. The 
Schrodinger equation (2.6) iterates this process. 

Problem. Referring to the discussion in deShalit and Feshbach (74, р. 648), 
show that yfefp where 

H eff = Р yfeffP 
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satisfies the integral equation 

1 
Yfef f = Н + HQ (+) QYf eff (2.8) 

Е -НО 

We see that Нeff is energy dependent, complex, and nonlocal. These properties 
are consequences of the presence of the propagator l/(Е+. - Because of H Q Q ) . 

this, there is а dispersion-type relationship between the real and imaginary parts 
То derive this result most simply, we express H eff - Нрр in terms of of Yfeff • 

the eigenstates of the operator H QQ . This operator will generally have bound 
eigenstates whose eigenvalues form а discrete spectrum, and unbound eigenstates 
whose eigenvalues form а continuous spectrum. Непсе 

(discrete) 
(2.9) 

where а is ап index which together with $ specifies the continuum state. 
These state vectors are аввшпеё to Ье normalized and therefore form ап 

orthonormal set: 

<ФsIФs' >= bss ' <Фslф($, а» = О 

<Ф( $', а') IФ( $, а) >= д($' - $)д(а - а') 

Using the result 

1 flJ 
--- = -- - inb(E - $)
Е(+)-$ Е-$ 

where flJ indicates that the principal value integration should Ье taken and 
д(Е - $) is the Dirac delta function, we obtain 

-" НрQФs > <ФsНQр f d$ fRe(Heff-Нрр)- г: + flJ -- dаНрQф($,а»<ф($,а)НQр 
s E-$s Е-$ 

(2.11а) 

while 

(2.11Ь) 
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Note that this operator is negative definite, as it must Ье to represent а decrease 
in Пцх in the prompt channels because of the ртевепсе of ореп channels in f2 
space. Substituting (2.11Ь) into (2.11а) yields 

(2.12) 

where it is assumed that Нрр is real, as is usuaHy the case. 

ProbIem. Show that (2.12) сап also Ье written 

(2.13) 

This result is the nuclear analog of the Kronig-Kramers relation between the 
real and imaginary parts of the index of refraction for light (see Fig. 1.4) 
propagating through ап infinite medium. For ап infinite nuclear medium there 
are по significant closed channels at low excitation energies, so that the second 
term оп the right-hand side of (2.13) is essentiaHy zero. However, at energies 
that permit the excitation of isobars, this term could Ье appreciable. 

We turn next to resonances. RecaH from the simple example of the preceding 
section [see (1.3) et seq.] that resonances are associated with the bound states 
of the time-delaying component of the wave function. In the present context, 
this is Q'P. The bound states are now given Ьу Фs' with energies Bs' As опе сап 

see from (2.10) for Heff' rapid energy dependence of H ef f will occur near Bs, 

and опе would predict that rapid energy dependence and therefore а long time 
delay will occur for Е ~ ' For Е near Bs, H сап Ье writtenBs ef f 

(2.14) 

where аН the remaining terms in the expansion (2.10) have Ьееп grouped together 
to form Йрр, which will Ье assumed to have а slow energy dependence near 
$s' We shaH see what this means after examining its consequences. Equation 
(2.14) is equivalent to the partition in which f2 contains only опе state Ф; 

The Schr6dinger equation (2.6) becomes 

(Е - Й )(Р'Р) = НРQФs><ФsIНQРР'Р> 
рр Е-В 

s 

Its formal solution is given Ьу 

(2.15) 
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where х; +), the distorted incident wave, is the solution оГ 

satistying the outgoing wave boundary condition. The ,СУ matrix giving the 
transition amplitude is 

(2.16) 

where .o7<J;) is the prompt direct amplitude associated with the first term оГ 

(2.15), and xj-) is the solution 

describing the final amplitude satisfying incoming wave boundary conditions. 
Returning to (2.15), multiply both sides Ьу <ФsН Qр, yielding 

< Ф IH Р'Р) = <Ф IH ~+» + <ФS~~QФs)<ФsIНQРР'Р) 
S QP S QPX 1 E-g 

S 

where 

1 
W =Н Н (2.17)QQ- QP Е(+)-Н PQ 

РР 

Solving for <ФsIНQрР'Р), опе obtains 

Inserting this result in (2.t 6) yields 

(2.18) 

This is а typical resonance formula. As expected, the resonance occurs пеаг @s. 

There is ап energy shift and а width that аге given Ьу the expectation value of 
WQQ: 

(2. t9) 
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so that 

( (-)IH Ф )(Ф IH (+)
:У . = :Y(~) + Х/ PQ S QPXjS (2.20) 
/I}I E-E

s+(i/2)rs 

Note that Е, and Г, аге functions оГ Е. The statement that Е, is the resonance 
energy assumes that their energy dependence is weak. Inserting WQQ Ггот (2.17) 
into (2.19) provides тоге explicit expressions Гог ~s and r s : 

Comparing with (2.19), we see that 

(2.21) 

Introducing а complete set оГ states X~ +) оГ the Hamiltonian Й РР at the energy 
Е, опе obtains 

(2.22) 

The width Г, is thus the sum оГ partial widths r sr corresponding to the decay 
of the state Ф, into various possible channels with the same value оГ the energy 
Е. The numerator оГ the resonance term in (2.20) is obviously related to these 
partial widths: 

(2.23) 

where bj gives the phase оГ Х: + " that is, 

(2.24) 

where Е, is real. Since Ф, is а bound-state wave function, it сап Ье taken as 
real. These results, (2.22) and (2.23), ироп insertion into (2.20), yield the familiar 
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Breit- Wigner formula t 

(2.25) 

Further properties of Гsr will Ье discussed later (see р. 242). 
ТЬе subscript s represents а1l the quantum numbers required to specify the 

bound state Ф; These will certainly include its total angular momentum J and 
its parity П. ТЬе resonance therefore contributes то а particular partial wave, 
while the prompt, direct amplitude .rj/ wil1 generally involve several partia! 
waves. 

Problem. Show that 

д = ~&fdЕ'Гs(Е') 
s 2n Е - Е' 

Show that 

I г, = 2nI <X~+)I(H - й pp)2Ix~+» 
s r 

This опе resonance + direct amplitude description is exact. It is пот, however, 
useful if the direct amplitude .'Yj/ and therefore Es(E) and Гs(Е) vary rapidly 
with energy Е near Е; Generally, if the resonances arising from the bound 
states ат Cs аге well separated, the direct amplitude is observed to vary slow!y 
with energy. However, if the верагапоп in energy D between neighboring Cs is 
оп the order ог less than Гs , it would Ье necessary to remove а group оС 

resonances ш, say, ап energy interval d, before the direct amplitude wou!d 
Ьесоте relative!y constant over the energy region in the center of d. The 
resonances аге then said to overlap. ТЬе formalism deve!oped above сап readi!y 

tEquation (2.24) assumes that х: +) and xj-) аге eigenstates of Sp, the S matrix associated with ЙРР' 

with eigenvalues e2 id 
; and еШ! , respective!y. However, if they аге solutions оГ coupled equations, 

that is, if the prompt space contains more than опе сЬаппе!, as will occur if direct ine!astic ос 

transfer reactions are energetically allowed, that will по !onger Ье the case. It is then necessary 
to introduce the геа] orthogona! transformation M i. , which connects ап eigenfunction of Sp, Ха 

2 i дzwith eigenva!ues e , with ап ореп-сЬаппе! distorted р!апе wave such as х1+). This transformation 
is obtained in the course of so!ving the prompt problem. ТЬеп (2.25) is rep!aced Ьу 

(2.26) 

where g•• gives the magnitude of <ФsIНQрХ.>. Resu!ts (2.26) ho!ds in the DWA approximation, ос 

when оп!у опе сЬаппе! is ореп. We shall refer to the !atter as the sing!e-channe! case. 
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Ье extended to include this case [Feshbach (58,62)]. However, it will Ье 

convenient and instructive to use а different but equivalent approach. 
We begin with the general expression that follows from (2.3) and the 

two-potential theorem: 

:r .= :r(~) + <X(-)IH Q'P.) (2.27)f! f' f PQ , 

where we Ьасе inserted the subscript i оп 'Р to indicate that it is the 'Р developed 
Ьу the incident wave X~+). ТЬе exact expression for Q'P i сап Ье obtained as 
follows: Solve (2.3) for P'P j : 

(2.27') 

Substituting this result into (2.4) yields the inhomogeneous equation 

where WQ Q is now given Ьу 

(2.29) 

Solving (2.28), опе obtains 

(2.30) 

so that :rfi becomes 

ar от(Р) (-)[Н 1 Н (+») (2.30')J л=::J fi + Х! PQ QPX iE-HQ Q  WQ Q 

ТЬе second term gives explicitly the time-delayed сотпропеш that is generated 
Ьу the coupling of the f!J> space to the f2 space. Its explicit energy dependence, 
as given Ьу the propagator [l/(E - H Q Q - WQ Q ) ] , сап Ье rapid when Е is near 
а pole of the propagator. 
Опе сап recover the result of (2.18) if !!2 space contains only опе state Ф, 

satisfying (2.9). ТЬеп 
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where (2.19) has Ьееп used. Upon inserting this last result into (2.30'). опе again 
obtains the Breit-Wigner formula, (2.20). 

The extension of this procedure to the case of several overlapping resonances 
is straightforward. We simply expand !i space to include just the requisite 
number of bound states Фs' That number is determined Ьу the requirement that 
the energy dependence of the amplitude generated Ьу Нрр in the energy interval 
ofinterest is sufficiently slow. Опе сап then obtain the eigenvalues ofthe орегатог 

НQQ + WQQ Ьу solving the secular equation 

(2.31) 

where 

The eigenvalues E/l are complex, since W is not Hermitian. The result for the st 
isolated resonance is obtained immediately ifthe determinant has only опе term. 
The eigenfunctions of Н QQ + WQQ, Q/l' аге finite linear combinations of the 
bound-state wave functions Ф, which have Ьееп included in f2: 

The functions Q/l form а biorthogonal set with the adjoint functions O~A): 

<О(А ) / О >= д/l V и» 

The coefficients x~) satisfy the set of linear equations 

L [(E/l - Cs)bst - Wst]x~/l) = О 
I 

while the corresponding coefficient for O~A), x~v) satisfies 

~ x(/l) [(Е -С)д - W] =0 
~. /l Sst sl 

With these results in hand it is now а simple matter to expand l/(Е - H - W )QQ QQ
in terms of Q/l and so finally obtain 

(2.33) 

where 

А (/l.) = <X(-)IH Q ><Q(A1IH x~+» (2.34)fl f PQ /l /l QP 1 
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Note that the A~) аге complex and that 

IA~) = I<xj-)IНРQФs><ФsIНQрхj+» (2.35) 
/.1 r 

where the completeness of Ф, has Ьееп used. 
Let us for simplicity again consider а single channel, so that 

ТЬеп 

IA~? = еШII<хj+)IНРQФs>12 (2.36) 
/.1 s 

ТЬе А (/.1) and E/.I аге not independent. For example, the diagonal sum rule when 
applied to the secular equation (2.31) yields 

I 1т е, = Ilm Wss 
/.1 

Inserting the value of Wssand making use of (2.36), опе obtains 

(2.37) 

For isolated resonances this equality holds for еасЬ individual и, thus reducing 
to (2.22), which states that the total width (== - 2 1т E(/.I») equals the sum of the 
partial widths that арреаг in the numerator of the resonance amplitude. 
Equation (2.37) states that this equality holds оп the average, that is, 

2n I l<хj+)IН р Q Фs>1 2 = - 2IlmE/.I (2.38) 
/.1 

Other relationships, such as (2.37), тау Ье obtained from the properties of the 
secular equation (2.31). 

Because of the relationships between А (/.1) and Е /.1' the number of independent 
real numbers required to describe the resonance term in (2.33) is not as large 
as might арреаг. Without these connections еасЬ term involves two complex 
numbers, A~) and E(/.I), ог four real numbers, We shall shortly derive а more 
economical expression in which this number of real parameters is reduced Ьу 

one-half. 

It is instructive at this point to show that re!ationship (2.37) is а consequence of the 
unitarity of the S matrix. For this purpose it will suffice to deve!op this re!ation for 
single-channe! e!astic scattering. ТЬеп 
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From 

s = 1- 2njff 

опе obtains 

А(!') 

s=s -2niI-
РЕ-Е!, 

where Sp is the S matrix for the prompt process. It is convenient to introduce d(/l), 

which is defined Ьу 

Непсе 

То avoid obfuscating complications, consider the simple case of just two геsопапсеs, 

Uпitагitу, sst = 1, requires that 

where the phase л is to Ье determined. Equating coefficients of Е2 оп both sides of the 
last equation gives л = О, while еquаtiпg the соеffiсiепts of Е yields 

so that 

1 
.911 +d2=-(lmЕ1 +lmE2 ) 

n 

or 

in agreement with (2.37). 

ProbIem. Consider the case where several resonances contribute. 

It is clear that тапу other relationships сап Ье obtained Ьу comparing 
coefficients of still lower powers of Е. Not аН оГ these relationships are 
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independent. It thus becomes important to determine the number of independent 
constants appearing (2.33). 

Тhe.7C Reactance Matrix (Feshbach (67а)). Consider (2.28) опсе гпоге, where, 
it is го Ье recal1ed, f2 space contains а finite number of bound states Ф; 

Expressing WQQ тпоге explicitly, (2.28) becomes 

where у designates those ореп channels whose energy equals the initial energy, 
Е. The wave functions for the incident state x~+) belong to the set X~+), while 
xj-) belongs to а corresponding set of states X~-). То simplify the formal 
manipulations it is useful to introduce the projection operator О: 

О == LX~+»<X~/) = LX~-»<X~-) (2.40) 
у у 

with 

OQ=O 

Also,let 

& . 
+ HQp----Нр Q == yfQQH QQ 

Е-Нр р 

80 that (2.39) becomes 

(2.41) 

where 

From (2.41) 

1 
Q'P=---- -.-----HQOX~+) 

Е - :ifQQ + тНQOHOQ 

Note that 

1 1 
------ --Н - ---- -----Н 
Е - yfQQ + inHQOH QO - 1 + in[I/(E - yfQQ)]HQOHOQ Е _ ytQQ QOOQ 

1 1 
= ---H - -.---

Е - ,ifQQ 
QO 1 + I1tHO Q [ l /(E - yfQQ)]HQO 
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where we have made use of the operator identities 

1 1 1 1 1 
--А=А--

1 + АВ 1 + ВА ХУ УХ 

Inserting the resulting expression for Q'P into (2.27) yields 

.9"' .= .9"'(1~> + / x<->I % x~+» (2.42)
fl fl \ f 1 + in.'Ж" 1 

where 

(2.43) 

Note that % is а finite Hermitian matrix for real Е. We also поте that the S matrix 

'ш 2ni%S= 1-21П~ =Sp------
1 + in% 

or 

Finally, 

(2.44) 

The unitarity of the S matrix сап Ье demonstrated from this result. Note, 
however, that it is not immediate, but requires the use of the relation between 
the distorted waves xj+J, xj-> and the undistorted waves. 

Problem. Prove the unitarity of Sfi of (2.44). 

То obtain а resonance expansion of .9"', we introduce the eigenvalues K/l and 
eigenfunctions of the operator %, which is Hermitian when Е is real: 

(2.45) 

The functions Y/l form ап orthonormal set. They are also eigenfunctions of g 
where 

1- in% 
!:I'=--

1 + in% 
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with eigenvalues (1 - inK,,)/(1 + inK,,). If we write the eigenvalues of g as e2 i(f", 
we find that 

tana" = - nк" 

It is possible to express к" in terms of е" the eigenvalues of ;IfQQ' with согге
sponding eigenstates Ф; We note that 

ос 

Defining the widths 

we obtain finall у t 

(2.46) 

Note that у"s and es are energy independent if the projection operator Q is 
chosen to Ье fixed with energy. 

ТЬе transition matrix is then given Ьу 

:у . = :у(l'} +" <х( -)Iу >_KIl_ <У Ix~ +) > (2.47)
/1 п г: / "1 + . "1 

" mк" 

while 

It is often convenient to work in а representation in which S is diagonal and 
project to the scattering states х< ±), as given explicit1y Ьу (2.48'). In the single
сЬаппеl case the potential S matrix, <xj-)Ix~+», and the [иВ S matrix аге 

diagonal simultaneously. ТЬе resonance energies аге given Ьу the poles of(2.48'), 
that is, when 

tNote that K~ is reaJ for real Е, with poles оп the real axis with positive residues. However, КI' is 
not rigorousJy ап R function [п Wigner's terminoJogy because е, and Ф, are functions ofthe energy. 
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or 

(2.48/1) 

For ап isolated resonance, that is, es takes оп only опе value е 1 , this equation 
yields the resonance energy, е 1 - iYJJ1/2. ТЬе shift ~s по longer appears because 
of the difТerence between НQQ and ;уе QQ' ТО compare the result direct1y with 
(2.23), consider the case where J1 is restricted to опе value; that is, we consider 
only а single channel. There is then only опе Ki == К), so that 

e2 ib 1- . к 
!у .= +е2 Iд _ (2.48111) 

/1 2nЁ 1 + тк 

and 

_ 2ib 1 - тк _ 2i(b+tr)
Sг-е ----е (2.49) 

I 1+ тк 

Assuming as ап example that there are only two states Ф1 and Ф2 in f2, (2.46) 
yields 

1(Yi Y~)к-- --+-

1 + тк 2n (Е е2 ) + (Ё/2)(ГЕ 

2n Е-е 1 Е-е 2 

and 

к 1 ГЕ-Л 
(2.50) 

- - - Л)е 1)(Е 

where 

Equation (2.50) involves only four real numbers, while the resonance series 
(2.33) for two resonances would involve apparent1y four complex numbers for 
the single-channel case. However, as (2.50) demonstrates, there must Ье two 
independent relations between these constants. Опе of these is given Ьу (2.38). 
ТЬе others сап Ье derived either from the properties of the secular equation 
(2.31) or from the unitarity condition [see Levin and Feshbach (73)]. 

3. DERIVATION OF ТНЕ OPTICAL MODEL POTENTIAL 

ТЬе optical model potential as originally defined [Feshbach, Porter, and 
Weisskopf(54)] is that single-channel potential which would generate the energy 
average of the elastic scattering amplitude (ог the transition amplitude). ТЬе 
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energy average was to Ье taken over а domain, АЕ, which is large compared 
to both the width Г оЕ the individual resonances or f1uctuations in the cross 
section as well as their spacing D. Оп the other hand, АЕ shou1d Ье small 
compared to energies rsp over which the potential scattering amplitude varies 
considerably. For nuclear potentials ГSp is оЕ the order оЕ several МеУ, which 
is to Ье compared with the width оЕ compound nuclear resonances, which сап 

extend from fractions оЕ ап еУ to а few hundred kilovolts. 
In the context оЕ the formalism оЕ this chapter, the energy averaging оЕ the 

transition amplitude is equivalent to ап energy average оЕ Р'Р, since f!jJ contains 
the incident channel and therefore .rj;) contains the elastic scattering amplitude. 
(jJ сап, оЕ course, contain аВ the prompt channels, so that the analysis which 
follows wilI generalize the optical model to include these prompt processes, 
such as the single- and multistep direct reactions. 

This resuJt [ог <Р'Р >сап Ье seen directly from (2.27'), which сап Ье written 
as follows: 

(3.1 ) 

Averaging both sides according to conditions outlined тп the preceding 
paragraph yields 

(3.2) 

since the only quantity оп the right side that varies with energy rapidly enough 
to Ье changed Ьу the averaging procedure is Q'P. The transition amplitude 
generated Ьу (3.2) is clearly the energy average оЕ that generated Ьу (3.1), as 
сап Ье seen [готп (2.27): 

Upon averaging this quantity, опе obtains 

(3.3) 

То determine the optical model potential it is necessary to determine the 
Schrodinger equation satisfied Ьу <Р'Р >. Toward this end, we replace Q'P in 
(3.2) Ьу the result, (2.30), obtaining 

(3.4) 

where 

(3.5) 
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Operating оп both sides of (3.4) with Е(+) - Н РР yields 

(3.6) 

This could have Ьееп directly obtained from (2.3) since it leads directly to 

(3.7) 

We now replace x~+) in favor of (Р\fI) Ьу solving (3.4): 

so that (3.6) becomes 

Using the operator identity 

В 1 1 В 
1 +САВ 1 +ВСА 

with 

А = (_1_), В = H С = 1and HQp , p Q e Е(+) 
QQ 

Н рр 

опе obtains 

Therefore, the optical model equation for (Р\fI) is 
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The optical Hamiltonian is therefore 

1 
Н =Н +Н Н (3.9)

ор! РР PQ <1/ >- 1 + W QP
"оа QQ 

If <l/eQQ> were replaced Ьу l/eQQ, (3.9) would return to the exact form (2.7). 
The term <t/eQQ> represents in ап average way the impact of the omitted 

channels in fi. Obviously, the value depends greatly оп the choice of the states 
to Ье in !!J>, which should Ье made according to the physics of the situation 
being considered. Choosing only the elastic channel to Ье in ,ClJ throws аН the 
effects of the other prompt channels into <1/eQQ >.This тау Ье what is needed 
ifonly elastic scattering and total cross section аге of interest. If prompt channels 
exist and are included in !!J>, (3.8) becomes а set of coupled equations with 
complex diagonal and coupling potentials. It should not Ье surprising that the 
diagonal сотпропеш of the optical potential for the elastic channel differs from 
that of the optical potential obtained Ьу restricting f!lJ to the elastic channel. 
As we shaH see, Нор! is absorptive. As might Ье anticipated, the absorption is 
larger for the single-channel !!J> space since it must contain the effects of the 
channels that have Ьееп placed in !i. 

ТЬе reader should поте that the optical model potential described in this 
section differs from thc optical model potential derived in Chapter П. ТЬе latter 
is obtained Ьу the multiple scattering approximation valid in the limit of high 
energies and short wavelengths. ТЬе optical model potential of this chapter is 
а consequence of energy averaging the fine-structure resonance. As а 

consequence of the averaging process, detailed information (e.g., regarding the 
resonances) саппот Ье obtained from the optical model potential and its wave 
function. 

Averaging. It now remains to evaluate <t/eQQ>. ТЬе average of апу function 
F(E) is given in terms of а normalized density р(Е, Ео ) as follows: 

<F(E) >= fр(Е, Eo)F(Eo)dE o (3.10) 

where 

fр(Е, Ео ) dE o = 1 

Therefore, 

( 1) f') 1-- = р(Е, Ео --- dЕо (3.11 ) 
-eQQ Ео H QQ- WQQ 

Note that WQQ is а function of energy but а slowly varying опе, so that the 
only energy dependence we need to consider is the explicit опе. It should Ье 
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recaBed that l/eQQ varies rapidly with energy because of its complex poles, that 
is, because of resonances ог Пuсtuаtiоns. 

Two forms of р(Е, Ео) аге in соттоn use: 

~ 1 
Lorentzian (3.12)р(Е, Ео) = 2n (Е _ Ео )2 + (~/2)2 

~E 
IE-Еоl<т 

Ьох average (3.13) 
~E

IE-Eol> -
2 

These two forms emphasize difТerently the resonances at а distance from Ео , the 
Ьох average giving them zero weight. It is possibIe to devise а family of density 
functions which vary from the Lorentzian to а Gaussian that is similar to the 
Ьох form [Levin and Feshbach (73)]. These wiII give difТering answers for the 
integral defining <l/eQQ>.For the present it wiII suffice to discuss the conse
quences of the two examples аооее. 

ТЬе Lorentzian has the advantage of analytic simplicity. Consider the 
Lorentzian average of F(E): 

Assuming that F(Eo) has по singularities in the upper half of the complex Е 

plane and that it is weB behaved оп the infinite semicircle, it is а simple matter 
to evaluate the integraI using the caIculus of residues. Опе obtains 

(3.14) 

Непсе 

(3.15) 

ТЬе efТect of the а veraging process is to increase the width of еасЬ resonance 
Ьу ~. Since ~ is assumed to Ье Iarge compared to еасЬ of these widths, the 
Пuсtuаtiоns caused Ьу the resonances are completely smoothed. ТЬе opticaI 
Hamiltonian, (3.9), becomes 

1 
Ш )=Н +Н Н (3.16) 

opt L РР PQ Е - H + и/2)~ QP 
QQ 
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То obtain the Ьох average it is convenient to evaluate а typical term in ап 

expansion of l/e QQ : 

1 f(2/Гs)[Е-ЕS+(1/2)М] х - i 

= дЕ (2jГsНЕ-Еs-(1/2)dЕ] х 2 + 1dx 

As long as 

(3.17) 

that is, пеаг the center of the interval, 

1 ) in (3.18)( Е - Е; + (i/2)Г s = - дЕ 

Condition (3.17) сап Ье rephrased to state that (3.18) is valid for resonances in 
ап interval дЕ about Е as long as дЕ« дЕ. For (3.18) to Ье useful, the following 
inequalities must hold: 

(3.19) 

This condition is not гевтпсцме except in the case of extraordinarily broad 
гевопапсев-. From (3.18) it follows that 

(3.19') 

The optical Hamiltonian is then 

т 1 
(Н ) =Н - -Н ---Н (3.20)

ор! Ьох РР дЕ PQ 1 - (in/дЕ) W QP 
Q Q 

In both cases the optical Напппошап is complex. In the limit of large д (ог 

~E) the imaginary part is negative definite, as jt must Ье so that the optical 

:Equation (3.18) is not valid for resonances пеаг the edge of the interval дЕ. This is referred to as 
the edgeejJect. If the edge efТect is substantial опе expects а sensitivity with respect to the averaging 
interval дЕ. Generally, experimental results аге quoted when the data are insensitive го дЕ and 
thus (3.18) тау Ье taken as valid [ог that reason. ТЬе edge efТect is also present for the Lorentzian 
since it weights these resonances beyond (Е ± "'/2) in а particular way. 
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potential is absorptive. This is expected since the elimination of the channels 
in f2 space leaves some of the Пцх unaccounted for. 

More graphically, ап energy average of the wave function is equivalent to 
the construction of а wave packet, whose passage time at а given space point 
is оп the order of (hjL\E~. The difТering averaging densities, р, develop difТerent 

shapes and time dependence for the wave packet. The Lorentzian, for example, 
leads to ап exponential decay with time. As developed in deShalit and Feshbach 
(74,р. 91 and following), the prompt amplitude will not contain апу contribution 
from the delayed component, whose time delay is hjr, Г« L\E. Thus when the 
incident wave strikes the nucleus, рап of it passes through promptly, and рап 

ofit is delayed. The prompt amplitude does not contain the latter, so that the 
averaged prompt amplitude exhibits absorption. Moreover, as the width for 
the resonances (ог fluctuations) increases, or equivalently, if it is necessary to 
consider а number of resonances simultaneously because they overlap, this 
separation in time between the delayed and time сотпропеш will Ье reduced, 
raising the question of how much should Ье assigned to each. Clearly, if the 
width is оп the same order as L\E, there сап Ье по distinction between the two 
and the optical potential should Ье real, in the absence, of course, of true inelastic 
processes. 

The shape of the wave packet plays а critical role for this issue. (Н opt)L does 
not depend оп WQQand does not show this efТect. Оп the other hand, (Hopt)box 

does. For that case we evaluate the imaginary part of the expectation value of 
this potential, which is directly proportional to the absorption: 

1т <<Р'Р >,(Н opt)box <Р'Р >) 
- in 1 )

= 1т Р'Р -Н Н Р\fI 
( < > 

1 
L\E PQ QP1-(injL\Е)[lj(Е(+)-Нрр)]НрQНQР< > 

(3.21) 

where we have used (3.7") and (3.19'). Noting that (3.7') implies that 

Р\fI - (1 -~ 1 Н Н ) (+)< >- L\E Е(+) - Нрр PQ QP Xi 

we сап rewrite (3.21) as follows: 

Assuming that X~ +) is ап eigenstate of Sр, so that 
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where F is real, опе obtains 

Introducing the widths [see (2.35) and (2.22)] 

and restricting &> space so that it includes only x~+), we find that 

absorption "" - 1т <(Р'Р) I(VoPt)bOX (Р'Р) ) ::::;; [2~E IГ S - n(2~E) 2(IГs )2 ] 
(3.22') 

Thus the absorption differs from zero if 

1 (Г) 2 
-IГ :=--::::;; (3.22)
~E S (D) п 

where (D) is the average spacing between resonances. This condition agrees 
in order of magnitude with Wigner's limit [Lane, Thomas, and Wigner (55)] 
and has Ьееп derived in another fashion [Feshbach (69)]. This should not Ье 

taken as а rigorous condition оп а given channel strength function, as it depends 
оп а particular choice of the averaging density. However, it does have а 

qualitative significance. Гп fact, it сап Ье shown [МеНо and Feshbach (72)] that 
large widths imply а strong correlation of widths with resonance energies and 
а hypersensitivity with regard to the choice of the averaging interval ~E. 

4. INTERMEDIATE STRUCTURE, DOORWAY STATE RESONANCES, 
AND GIANT RESONANCESt 

The subjects of this section have Ьееп discussed in deShalit and Feshbach 
(74, рр. 99-104) and in Section 1.6. It will therefore suffice to provide only а 

brief review before entering into the formal description. 
Intermediate structure refers to ап energy dependence of the cross section 

whose scale, ГJ, lies between the width, Гсн: for the fine structure produced Ьу 

compound nuclear resonances ог Ericson-Brink fluctuations (see Chapter IV) 
and the width, Гsp' for the gross structure that would арреаг in the cross section 

:Block and Feshbach (63); Feshbach, Kerman, and Lemmer (67). 
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for single-channel elastic scattering produced Ьу а real local potential, that is, 

(4.1) 

То observe intermediate structure it .is necessary to average the cross section 
(either Ьу numerically averaging good resolution data ог Ьу using роогег, but 
not too роог, experimental energy resolution). In this way the Лuсtuаtiопs in 
the cross section are smoothed and larger widths Ьесоте visible. The interval 
~E over which the average is made should Ье less than Гd but much greater 
than D, the spacing for compound nuclear levels. This process is demonstrated 
in Fig. 1.13.7 of deShalit and Feshbach (74) for ап isobar analog resonance. 
Conversely, intermediate structure should exhibit fine structure when examined 
with sufficiently good energy resolution. This is illustrated Ьу Fig. 1.1.1, which 
shows the fine structure associated with two isobar analog resonances at 2.77 
and 3.14 МеУ. 

Мапу examples ofintermediate structure have Ьееп observed. So far we have 
discussed the giant electric dipole resonance, the subthreshold fission cross 
section, and the isobar analog resonance [see deShalit and Feshbach (74, р. 

99-104)]. Giant resonances generaBy are examples of intermediate structure. 
The quadrupole resonance at ап excitation energy uf 60jA 1/3 МеУ, the electric 
monopole mode, and the Gamow-Teller resonances are examples. The light 
heavy-ion system 12с + 12с exhibits intermediate structure involving тапу 

resonances, as shоwп in Fig. 4.1. These fragment into fine structure when 
examined with very high energy resolution. 

АВ the foregoing cases involve isolated resonances. However, there will Ье 

cases in which they overlap. For these а statistical theory of the type that has 
Ьееп discussed Ьпейу in Section 1.6 and is discussed more fuHy in Chapter IV, 
is appropriate. 

The states corresponding to these resonances have Ьееп referred to as doorway 
states and the corresponding resonances as doorway state resonances [Block 
and Feshbach (63)], to emphasize that they serve as the first stage beyond the 
entrance channel in the development of the complex compound nuclear state; 
that is, the system would have to pass through the doorway state before the 
fuB complexity of the compound nuclear state could Ье generated. This is 
illustrated in Fig. 4.2. The doorway state is а relatively simple state, not as 
complex as the compound state or as simple as the entrance channel state paral
leling the inequality (4.1). The hypothesis that such simple states exist and that 
they are the only states that couple strongly to the entrance сhапцеl will ье 

referred to as the doorway state hypothesis. 
А simple, although somewhat idealized example will help to make the 

doorway state hypothesis more concrete. Suppose that the incident projectile 
is а nucleon. Suppose, moreover, that its energy is such that по reactions are 
possible, so that only elastic scattering сап occur. The entrance channel wave 
function, x~ +), then describes the motion of the incident nucleon in the field of 
the target nucleus. This nucleon-nuclear interaction is specified Ьу а model 
Hamiltonian that is appropriate for this energy range. The remainder of the 
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wave function is generated Ьу the residual Hamiltonian given Ьу the difТerence 

between the exact and пюпе] Нашйюшапз. As ап example, suppose that we 
idea]ize this гевкша! interaction Ьу assuming that it consists of а зшп of 
two-body interactions. Furthermore, as ап ехатпрте, suppose that the target 
тшстецв has а сювеё sheB or subshell so that the appropriate entrance спаппе! 

Hamiltonian is the sheB model Натпйюшап. The entrance спаппе] is then а 

one-particle state in shell гпоёе! terminology. The гевкша! interaction acting 
оп х\+) wiJ] excite а partic]ehole рап, the incident пцстеоп changing its state, 
generating а two-particle/one-ho]e state (2p-l h). The states produced in this 
fashion, ог а Нпеаг combination of them, are doorway states since they аге the 
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only ones that аге coupled Ьу the residual interaction to the entrance channel. 
Аll the states of this complexity (i.e., of the 2p-l h structure form the doorway 
state space, ~. Since the particle-hole interaction сап build uр collective states 
with preferred spin and isospin (e.g., the dipole J = 1", т = 1 state), а doorway 
state тау often Ье more simply described as а particle plus vibration state. 
Моге generally, а doorway state сап Ье а particle plus а collective state, and 
then it тау Ье more convenient to employ collective variables in describing 
the residual interaction. 

The аооме is simply ап example; the doorway concept is not limited to the 
case of а nucleon incident оп а shell model target nucleus. The examples of 
intermediate structure listed earlier include the case of ап incident photon (El), 
ап incident a-particle, or the collision of two 12с nuclei. What is required is that 
uроп the first collision [Weisskopf (60)] the residual interaction produces а 

relatively simple configuration, analogous to the 2p-l h states discussed аооме, 

In the case of the giant dipole resonance, that simple state is well known to Ье 

а linear combination of particle-hole excitations [see deShalit and Feshbach 
(74, р. 491)]. 

As discussed in the introduction to this chapter, а resonance occurs whenever 
there is ап approximate state of the system that is bound and whose energy 
equals the total energy of the system. The important point is that in this state 
the energy has Ьееп redistributed and а sufficient fraction of the incident kinetic 
energy has Ьесоте internal energy. А doorway state has just this property, 
namely that some of the system's energy has Ьееп used for excitation rather 
than remaining as kinetic energy. In the example quoted аЬоуе, this energy is 
used to excite а particle-hole pair. Н, in addition, the total energy of the doorway 
state equals the incident kinetic energy, а doorway state resonance will occur, 
producing as а consequence intermediate structure in the cross section. 

The resonant doorway state wave function will generally Ье composed not 
only of the states generated directly Ьу the residual interaction acting оп the 
entrance channel wave function but will also include additional components of 
the same complexity. These are contained within doorway space ~. In our 
example, after the initial formation of 2p-lh states, the nuclear Hamiltonian 
acting оп them will produce others (as well as states of difТerent complexity) 
which are not directly coupled to the entrance channel. The resonant doorway 
state, being ап approximate eigenstate, will generally involve these components 
as well as the directly coupled ones. 

The resonant doorway state is not ап exact stationary eigenstate of the 
nuclear Hamiltonian. It will decay with time and thus has а width. In addition 
to the escape ИJidth Г J, caused Ьу transitions to various exit channels and 
соттоп to аll types of resonances, there is the width, which is а consequence 
of the possible transition to states of higher complexity, roughly speaking to 
the fine structure states (see Fig. 4.2). This width, ГJ, is referred to as the 
spreading width, ГJ. The total doorway state width, Гd' is the sum ofthese two: 

(4.2) 
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ТЬе visibility of the doorway state resonance depends critically ироп r d • If r d 

is too large, intermediate structure will not Ье seen. 
То see this, let us turn to the expression for the 1= О elastic scattering cross 

section, which applies to this case [compare (2.20)]. 

4тrl' д rJ/2 12
(У= k 2 sш -е 

j(j 

(E-Еd)+(ij2)(ГJ+гJ) 

where h2k2/2rn is the energy and д is а phase shift. We see that rJ acts as ап 
additional absorption. The maximum magnitude of the resonant doorway term, 
the second опе, occurs at Е = Ed and is equal to rJ/rd, proving the point made 
in the preceding paragraph. 

Stating this result in another way, if the coupling between the resonant 
doorway state and the compound nuclear states, whose energies ditfer 
appreciably from Ed , is substantial, the spreading width rJ will Ье large and 
the resonant cross section will Ье reduced appreciably. Moreover, if as а 

consequence ofthis coupling, Г, is оп the order of or greater than Dd , the energy 
spacing between doorway resonances, these will overlap. The doorway reso
nance will not Ье isolated and ап energy average of the fine structure will 
consequently average over гпоге than опе doorway state, preventing direct 
observation of the character of each individual doorway resonance. 

We turn to thc quantitative description of doorway state phenomena. The 
Hilbert space will now Ье partitioned into three parts, PJ + 5!fi + fj', where PJ 
wiП contain the prompt channels, f?Z, the doorway states, and fj' the more 
complex states, as indicated Ьу Fig. 4.2. Comparing with (2.1), we have 

(4.3) 

It is, however, пюге convenient, for the derivations given below, to group the 
doorway states with the prompt channels. Let the projection operators that 
project onto the PJ,~, and f)' subspaces Ье Р, D, and Q', respectively. 
Orthogonality of the spaces is presumed, so that 

р 2=р PD=O PQ'=O DQ'=O 

P+D+Q'= 1 (4.4а) 

Finally, let 

P'=P+D P'+Q'=l (4.4Ь) 

ТЬе analysis of Section 2 applies. Опе сап, for example, immediately write 

fffj=ffj;')+/ Фj-)IНР'Q' (+)_ 1 _ НQ,р,lф~+}.) (4.5) 
\ Е Н Q'Q' WQ'Q' 
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where 

(Е - Нр'р,)Ф = О 

The functions Ф сап Ье resolved into prompt and doorway components РФ 

and DФ satisfying the equations 

(Е - Н рр)РФ = Н РDDФ (4.6) 

(Е - Н DD)DФ = Н DРРФ (4.7) 

.'У<';;'! is the transition amplitude generated Ьу this system. Since these equations 
аге identical in form (simply replace Q Ьу D) with (2.3) and (2.4) it is entirely 
possible, depending of course оп Н, for this system to exhibit resonances which 
will Ье present in 5<';;') (see Fig. 4.3). The analysis fol1ows exactly that leading 
to (2.20) ог (2.30'). These resonances аге the progenitors of the doorway state 
resonances, for the coupling to fl' has not yet Ьееп included. They wi11 haye а 

width that is rough1y the еэсаре width Г". То obtain the [иВ width it is necessary 
to average over the fine structure, that is, obtain the optical potential for this case. 

As we saw earlier, the епегgу averaged wave function (Р'\fI) satisfies 

where 

1 
Нор! = Н Р'Р' + Н го: -1 HQ,p' (4.8) 

(l/eQ'Q' ) + WQ'Q' 

We now introduce the critical1y important assumption, which we shall refer to 
as the strong doorway assumption, namely that f!JJ couples only to fZ. In other 
words, f2' does пот couple directly to ,О;. This assumption leads to the equations 

HpQ' =0 Hp'Q' = H DQ, (4.9) 

Therefore, 

1 
Нор! = Нр'р' + H DQ, -1 HQ'D (4.10) 

(l/eQ'Q' ) + WQ'Q' 

~
 
f t 

Entronce Doorwoy 
Chonnel Stotes 

FIG.4.3 
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It follows that the equation for (Р''Р) сап, Ьу virtue of 

(Р''Р) = (Р'Р) + (D'P) 

Ье written as а pair of coupled equations: 

(Е - Нрр)(Р'Р) = НPD(D'P) (4.11) 

(Е - НDD - WDD)(D'P) = н DP(P'P) (4.12) 

where 

- 1 
WDD = НDQ' _ 1 Н Q'D (4.13) 

(l/eQ'Q') + WQ'Q' 

Comparing with (4.7), we see that the coupling of fZ with f2' has produced, 
ироп energy averaging over the fine structure, ап additional complex term WDD 
whose imaginary part will give rise to ГJ. Опе сап now immediately obtain 
the analog of(2.30') Ьу the procedure used to derive that equation. The result is 

(4.14) 

where xjJ) аге, as before, solutions of 

and 

1 
(4.15)WDD=HDPE(+)~HpD 

РР 

describes the coupling of the doorway states to the entrance and exit 
channels. 

If опе ,now makes the single isolated doorway state assumption, (4.14) 
becomes 

WDD 

(4.16) 

where 

е, = Re(t/Jdl(HDD+ WDD+ WDD)t/Jd)
 

г] = - 2 Im(t/Jdl WDDt/Jd) = 2nL l(х~-)IНрDt/Jd)12 (4.17)
 
у 
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г! - _ 21т W. _ ~" I<I/!d 1НDQ,Фq) 12 
d- <I/!dl DDl/!d)-,1~I+[2(Е_Сq)/,1]2 

4" 2 
-+- LJ < l/!d I НDQ ,Фq ) 1

,1 q 
Неге I/!d is the doorway state wave function and Ф, аге the wave functions 
describing the fine structure resonances in j2' [see (2.9)]. The expression for ГJ 

has Ьееп obtained Ьу using the Lorentzian average for <l/eQ ) . The wave 
function I/!d' а solution of 

is а bound-state wave function. The apparent difference between the second 
and third line of (4.17) is а consequence of the differing normalizations of I/!d' 
which is normalized so that the volume integral of /l/!dl 2 is unity, and xj-)(E), 
which is normalized so that volume integral of xj-)*(E)xj-)(E') is д(Е - Е'). As 
anticipated in the introductory remarks, the magnitude of ГJ will depend оп 

the magnitude of the residual interaction НDQ" and оп the rate with which the 
series over q converges. If contributions from distant resonances аге important, 
ГJwill tend to Ье large and the resonance obscured Ьу the single-step amplitude 
ОТ(Р) 

J Л' 

Some further consequences of doorway state resonances сап Ье uncovered 
Ьу studying the one-channel case. Then the eJastic scattering <.r) matrix, 
according to (4.16) and (4.17), is given Ьу 

The average S matrix that follows is 

(4.18) 

As is obvious, <S) is not unitary because of the spreading width, ГJ, which 
acts, as stated earlier, as ап absorption. The transmission factor (р. 243), Т, 

refJects the presence of absorption since 

T=I-I<S)1 2 (4.19) 

which, in the present case, is 

(4.20) 

Recal1 that the average absorption cross section is proportional to Т. Thus we 
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obtain the important result that the cross section for absorption into compound 
nuclear state is enhanced Ьу the presence of doorway state achieving а maximum 
at Е = Ed• Obviously, the transmission Ьу the doorway mechanism will Ье zero 
if there is по coupling of the entrance channel to the doorway state (ГJ = О) or 
if that state does not couple to the compound nuclear resonances (ГJ = О). 

ТЬе symmetry of Т about Е = Ed is а consequence of the strong doorway 
assumption, namely that the entrance channel couples only with the doorway 
state and not with the more complex states. We now examine the effect of 
aHowing such direct coupling. Upon energy averaging, опе obtains, instead of 
(4.11) and (4.12), the foHowing equations: 

(Е - Нрр - Wpp)<P'P) = (H pD+ WPD)<D'P) (4.21) 

(Е - H DD- WDD)<D'P) = (H DP+ WDP)<P'P) (4.22) 

where WDD is given Ьу (4.13) and 

(4.23) 

WPDrepresents the efТect of the direct coupling of the subspace f!lJ of the prompt 
channels and the subspace f2' оп the generation of components contained in 
subspace ~, while 

(4.24) 

represents the effect оп the prompt channel of such coupling. АН the elements 
of the W matrix are complex. ТЬе analysis of (4.21) and (4.22) is identical with 
that of (4.11) and (4.12). 
Опе effect of the complex W matrix is to make the potential scattering ff, 

absorptive, that is, the phase shift for the single-channel case has а positive 
imaginary рап, while another is that the escape width гJ given Ьу 

is complex since WPD is not Hermitian; Ьепсе 

(4.26) 

The S-matrix equation (4.18) is replaced Ьу 

(4.27) 
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То 

ф=О 

Е-

FIG.4.4 

where д + it] is the potential scattering phase shift and Гd is the total width. 
The transmission Т given Ьу (4.19) сап readily Ье evaluated. As long as Ф is 
not equal to zero, the resulting Т is not symmetric about Е = Ed• In Fig.4.4 
the Т for the symmetric case (ф = О) is compared with the result obtained when 
Ф '# О. The latter is asymmetric and has ап interference minimum. Both of these 
features аге а consequence of the relaxation of the strong doorway assumption, 
H p Q • = О, thereby permitting а direct coupling of f!jJ and i]', H p Q ' '# О. 

According to the preceding discussion, the wave function for the nuclear 
system Ч', сап Ье broken uр into three components as follows: 

\fJ= p\fJ + D\fJ + Q'\fJ 

The first term, P\fJ, describes the prompt channels. In the neighborhood of а 

compound nuclear resonance, (D + Q')\fJ = Q\fJ is given Ьу Ф, and D\fJ is given 
Ьу the doorway state, t/Jd' Interestingly, the overlap of t/Jd with Ф; <Фslt/Jd)' is 
quite small. In other words, t/Jd need not Ье а major component of Ч' in order 
to serve as а doorway state. Ог, conversely, the doorway state is built uр out 
of small fractions of the compound nuclear resonance wave functions. 

The overlap, <Фslt/Jd)' сап Ье related to experimentally observable quantities 
as follows. The compound nuclear state width Г, is related to Ф, according to 
(2.22) Ьу 

where for simplicity the discussion is restricted to the single-channel саяе. 

Expand Ф, in terms of t/Jd and the states Ф: in i]'. The сотпропеш of the matrix 
elements involving Ф: is zero because of the strong doorway state assumption. 
Therefore, 

гв = 2nI<фSd It/Jd ) 12 I<х( + )Iнр Dt/J d ) 12 

or 

(4.28) 
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where the subscript Sd indicates that the compound nuclear resonance is 
associated with the doorway state t/Jd' The overlap is then 

(4.29) 

Since the doorway state width, Гd' encompasses тапу fine structure resonances 
and Г; and ГJ are usually of the same order of magnitude, Гs/ГJ is found to 
ье much smaller than 1. We thus have demonstrated that the overlap (Фslt/Jd) 

is small. 
Another insight сап Ье obtained from the average value of Г, averaged now 

over ап interval дЕ containing not only тапу compound nuclear resonances, 
but also тапу doorway states. This дЕ would Ье appropriate for the optical 
model if дЕ satisfies ГSP » ДЕ » Гd' Th us from (4.28) 

or 

(4.30) 

where Ds is the energy spacing of the compound nuclear resonances and Dd 

that of the doorway states. As usual, the angular brackets indicate average 
quantities. This equation has а simple interpretation. The ratio (Г)/D, referred 
to as the strengthfunction, represents the fraction of ап energy interval occupied 
Ьу resonances of average width (Г). Thus (4.30) states that this fraction of ап 

energy interval is independent of whether опе does ап extensive average leading 
directly to the optical model result given оп the left-hand side of the equation 
or performs the average in two steps in which first дЕ« Гd and therefore reveals 
the doorway state resonances and then averages over тапу doorway states. 

ProbIem. Derive (4.30) Ьу equating the optical model average of the 
single-channel S matrix with the average of (S) [given Ьу (4.18)] averaged 
over тапу doorway states. 

Returning to (4.29) for the overlap probability, we see that it сап Ье rewritten 
approximately (since the average of а ratio is not the ratio of the average) 

(4.31) 

where р gives the density of states denoted Ьу the subscripts. Again since the 
density of compound nuclear levels is of course much greater than the density 
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of doorway states, the average overlap probability is much smaller than 1, 
reaffirming the earlier conclusion. 

А. Exit Doorways 

The discussion has so far emphasized the connection between the entrance 
channel and the doorway state. Clearly, if in а reaction the final state is well 
defined experimentally, there is the possibility that а doorway state exists which 
bears а similar relation to the exit channel. We shall refer to such doorway 
states as exit doorways, to distinguish from entrance doorways, which аге the 
doorway states discussed аооуе. As опе сап see from (4.16), the final state xj-) 
is connected to I/Jd in precisely the same way as the initial state x~ +). But there 
is the possibility that the branching ratio, 1< xj-)\ нPDI/Jd) 12/1 <I/Jd IНпPX~ +» 12, to 
the final state is very small, indicating that, in fact, I/Jd is not а doorway state 
for xj-). However, there is also the possibility that xj-) connects strongly to 
another doorway state I/J в: If these two corresponding resonances overlap, the 
reaction from х:+) to xj-) will Ье enhanced. This mechanism is important [ог 

radiative пешгоп capture. 
Опе сап obtain the transition amplitude for this case starting from the general 

expression given Ьу (4.14), 

<17 .) = 17(1'.) + \X(-)I(H -. 1 Н )х\+») (4.32)
[. [1 [ Рп Е _ Н W _ W оо л»: 

DD - DD DD 

When there is тоге than опе isolated doorway state it becomes necessary to 
diagonalize (Н DD + WDD+ WDD), а procedure paralleling that described after 
(2.32). Let the eigenvalues of this operator Ье Ed - i/2rd, the corresponding 
eigenfunction, Qd' and those of the adjoint equation O~A). Then 

Sum rules similar to (2.38) сап also Ье derived for this case. 1n particular, 

and 

tIrd= -2nL: 1т <I/Jdl WDD+ WDDII/Jd) (4.35) 
d d 

We see that these results are very similar in [огт to that obtained [ог 

overlapping compound nuclear resonances, with the difference that there is ап 

additional absorption measured Ьу Ld1m<l/Jdl WDDII/Jd)' Note also that Qd will 
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Ье а linear combination of the various Фd states so that even if <xj-'IНРDФi)' 

for example, is small, this is not necessarily the case for <xj-' I НPlPi)' In any 
event, it is now possible because of interference between two terms, опе 

corresponding to ап entrance doorway and another to an exit doorway, to 
obtain ап overlap between entrance and exit doorways. 

В. Е"ес' оп Fine Structure 

We have not yet discussed the impact of the doorway state resonance оп the 
fine-structure resonances ог, for that matter, the corresponding efТect of direct 
processes оп the doorway state resonance. These will Ье most clearly seen in 
the widths of these resonances. 

Recall that the width of а fine-structure resonance in fl' space is, in virtue 
of the partition, 

Р' + Q'= 1 

given Ьу (2.22), with Р and Q replaced Ьу Р' and Q', and Х Ьу Ф of (4.5). For 
the single-channel case to which the discussion will Ье limited, the width is 
given Ьу 

(4.36) 

where Ф: satisfies 

(4.37) 

Because of the doorway state assumption, (4.36) сап Ье replaced Ьу 

(4.38) 

То obtain DФ~+', we turn to the coupled equations (4.6) and (4.7). Solving the 
first of these for Рф, and inserting the result in the second yields 

(4.39) 

80 that 

Dф~+' = 1 Н x~+, (4.40)
• Е-Н - WDD DP IDD 

We now make the additional assumption that there is only опе doorway state 
in the energy domain being considered. Then 

Dф<+' - 1 .1. <.1. IH (+') 
i - E-Сd+iiГJ'f'd 'f'd DPXi 
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Substituting in (4.38) yields 

г = 2пl<Ф:IНQ'Dt/Jd>121<t/JdIНDРх~+»12 
s (Е - g d)2 + j:(rJ)2 

From (4.17) 

(4.41 ) 

We also introduce the definition 

(4.42) 

where <р, >is the average level density of the fine structure levels. 
Finally, опе obtains 

(4.43) 

The energy dependence of the numerator of this expression is slow, being оп 

the scale of the direct prompt processes represented Ьу x~ +). Within the doorway 
state resonance the main energy dependence is therefore carried Ьу the 
denominator. We see that Г,(Е) has its maximum value at Sd' which Ьу the 
way does not equal t11e doorway state resonant energy, Ed, because the effect 
о{ WDD is not included, as it need not Ье since по averaging has Ьееп carried 
out in obtaining (4.42). (However, if the Ьох average is used, Ed will equal &'d') 
Assuming that the difference (Ed- &'d) is not large compared to гJ, опе тау 
conclude that for the case of isolated fine-structure resonances, those that occur 
пеаг the center of the doorway state will Ье broader. These conclusions are 
modified if the fine-structure resonances are overlapping. 

The strong doorway state assumption plays а central role in the foregoing 
development. If it is relaxed [see the discussion ассошрапуiпg (4.22)], the general 
results obtained above would remain, that is, that the widths would Ье larger 
when the fine-structure resonance occurs within the doorway state resonance. 

This analysis сап Ье adapted for the description of similar relations between 
the single-particle resonance and both the doorway state and fine-structure 
resonances. The doorway state case will Ье considered first. 

We divide the space f!jJ into two orthogonal subspaces, .д and ~4!. The 
single-particle resonance is taken to Ье the consequence of а bound state in Л', 

coupling to the ореп c.hannel space .д. Moreover, we require that only А" and 
not .д сап couple to !!}. It is now possible to set ир а one-to-one relationship 
between the corresponding projection operators М, N, and D with those used 
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to describe the doorway structure, Р, D, and Q' [see (4.4)J: 

(4.44) 

It foJIows that the bound single-particle state XSP with energy Esp satisfies 

(4.45) 

where 

1 
W =Н Н (4.46)N N - NМ Е( +) Н м N 

- ММ 

ТЬе analog of i +), the solution of the equation 

(Е - Hpp)i+) = О 

lS 

(4.47) 

We тау now restate (4.43) in terms of М, N, and D, replacing Ф~ Ьу I/Jd, I/Jd 
Ьу Xsp, and х. Ьу X~ +). Опе obtains 

(4.48) 

where 

demonstrating that the doorway state width will have а maximum value at $sp 
пеаг the single-particle resonance energy. 
А second set of relations, similar to (4.48), leads to а formulation of the 

relationship between the single-particle resonance and ап isolated fine-structure 
resonance, which is close to that obtained Ьу Lane, Thomas, and Wigner (55). 
ТЬе isomorphism used is 

(4.49) 

Q+-)Q' 
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Relation (4.43) now reads 

(4.50) 

where 

so that the fine-structure resonance width wi1J Ье greater near the single-particle 
resonance energy, rff sp. 

It should Ье noted that the rffз» and ГSp of (4.50) are not identical with those 
of (4.48). Similarly, the fine-structure resonances in space f)' аге not the same 
as those in space f), so that the Ds used in (4.56) is not identical with the Ds in 
(4.43). However, substantial differences are not expected. 

Опе interesting resu1t that сап Ье obtained from (4.50) yields а direct, albeit 
approximate, evaluation of r;,sp. We sum both sides of (4.50) over аН Г, 
occurring within the single-particle giant resonance: 

Assuming а single channel, <rJp) = <rJp,i)' leads to 

(4.51) 

Непсе the effect of the fine-structure resonances is to increase the width of the 
single-particle resonance Ьу the зшп of the fine-structure widths. This follows 
from the expression for the transmission factor, (4.20), which for the present 
application is given Ьу 

т = <r;,sp) <rJp,) (4.52)
(Е - g"Sp)2 + i[r;.sp) + <rJp,)]2 

Thus а coherent hierarchical picture emerges. Because of the single-particle 
resonance the widths of the fine-structure resonances аге enhanced [Eq. (4.50)]. 
Because of the doorway state resonance there is а substructure within the 
single-particle resonance (4.43), the enhancement of the fine-structure resonances 
being greater in the neighborhood ofthe doorway state energy. Upon averaging 
over the fine structure, using ап averaging energy interval smaH compared with 
Г, but large compared to r s , the doorway state broadens (the efТect of Wdd) . If 
that broadening is too large, the doorway state resonance тау not Ье visible. 
This in fact happens frequently to the single-particle resonance; that is, оп 

averaging over ап interval smaH compared to ГSp but large compared to Г d 
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and Г; the width of the single-particle resonance becomes sufficiently broad as 
not to Ье visible in the optical model cross sections. 

5. PROJECTION OPERATORS AND ANTISYMMETRIZATION 

50 far it has not Ьееп necessary to specify the projection operators Р, Q, and 
so оп, used in the preceding sections. Only their existence has Ьееп assumed. 
This fact points to the great generality of the results obtained. They apply to 
апу system, not only the nuclear опе, which exhibits both prompt and 
time-delayed reaction phenomena. The choice of these operators сап Ье made 
so as to take into account the physics of the situation under discussion, thereby 
tailoring the reaction formalism to the phenomena to Ье understood. Оп the 
other hand, Ьу making specific choices, опе сап obtain а variety of less general 
reaction formalisms. 

The Pauli principle must, of course, Ье taken properly into ассоцпт. The 
wave functions for the projectile and for the target nucleus аге always assumed 
to Ье separately antisymmetrized. The exit particle and the residual nucleus 
wave functions аге similarly treated. However, а problem arises whenever both 
the projectile (exit particle) and the target (residual) nucleus contain the same 
kinds of particles. The situation is simple if the incident particle is ап electron 
and the process is e\ectron elastic or inelastic scattering. In that case it is only 
necessary to use antisymmetric target and residual wavefunctions. But when 
the incident particle is а nucleon ог а heavy ion, the Pauli principle must Ье 

applied to the entire system consisting of (А т + Ар) nucleons, where А т is the 
target mass number and Ар that of the projectile. The Pauli principle does 
introduce complications, which are physically important, and therefore cannot 
Ье ignored, tempting as that mау Ье. 

The principal method to Ье used in this volume is chosen so that it permits 
а simp\e and simultaneous treatment of both the direct and resonance processes. 
As ап example, consider scattering processes, both elastic and inelastic, so that 
the target nucleus сап remain in its ground state t/Jo or mау Ье excited to апу 

ofa number ofexcited states, t/J1,t/J2, ... ,t/JN with excitation energies 1:1'1:2' .. ·· 

We consider first the case where the projectile is not composed of nucleons. 
Then the wavefunction of the system сап Ье written asymptotically as 

N 

\f--4 Luv(rO)t/JV(rl,r2, ... ,rA) (5.1) 
о 

where ro is the coordinate of the incident particle with respect to the center of 
mass of the target nucleus. We shall not explicitly indicate the spin and isospin 
coordinates so that r i contains these as well as the spatial coordinates. 

The simplest prompt channel projection operator is given Ьу 

p\f = L
N 

uv(ro)t/Jv(r1 , · .. , r A ) (5.2) 
о 
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so that 

N 

Р = L ЦJv(r 1 ···rA»<ЦJV(r'l ... r~) (5.3) 
о 

where the ЦJv's are normalized. The dependence оп ro and r~ is not given since 
it is the unit operator that spatially would Ье b(ro - r~). Comparing (5.3) and 
(5.2) we see that 

(5.4) 

Asymptotically for v #-О, и; ---+ O(eik,rO/ro), where kv = J(2rn/h 2)(E - cJ where е; 
is the excitation energy of the vth excited state of the target nucleus. When 
cv> Е, the wave function Uvdecreases exponentially with increasing 'о for large 
'о' It is not necessary to limit the sums in (5.2) and (5.3) to the ореп channels. 
If there is evidence that there аге other channels of importance for the prompt 
processes, as might Ье the case for the multistep processes, these сап readily 
included Ьу extending the sum. 

Using the Р above, the equation for the prompt processes 

(Е - н рр)(Р'Р) = О 

becomes а set of coupled equations for Uv : 

(5.5) 
v'::f::. \' 

where 

(5.6) 

The effect of а veraging over the fine-structure resonances is to replace Н рр Ьу 

the optical model Н so that Н vv is по longer real and Н vv' по longer Hermitian. 
Equations (5.5) аге the equations for the coupled-channel method. These are 
clearly appropriate if the incident projectile is ап eJectron, а тиоп, or а pion, 
for ехагпр]е, 

If the incident projectile is а nucleon or ап ion, two additional features must 
Ье considered. The first is the Pauli principle; the second is the possibility of 
transfer reactions either as ореп channels or as ап intermediate state in а multi
step process. For the present we shall, for simplicity, not include transfer 
processes. The discussion of the projection operator needed for those cases will 
Ье deferred to Chapter VH. 

Assume, then, that the incident particle is а nucleon and that asymptotically 

N 

'Р ---+ d L uv(ro)ЦJv(r 1 , · · · , r A ) (5.7) 
о 
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where ." is the antisymmetrization operator. It is still possible to use 

N 

Р'Р = L uJro)t/JAr1,···, rA) (5.2) 
о 

but then the sum must Ье extended to highly excited states (N уегу large), [ог 

the following геавоп. Even though (5.2) is not properly antisymmetrized, it is 
still possible to obtain а correct result Ьу antisymmetrizing after solving the 
many-body Schrodinger equation. That is, it is possible to assume that the 
incident nucleon is distinguishable [гот the nucleons in the target, solve that 
problem exactly, and then antisymmetrize. However, that solution must contain 
the open channel in which the incident nucleon and а target nucleon exchange, 
а process referred to as exchange scattering. In other words, as опе lets, [ог 

example, r1 approach infinity, 'Р will contain an outgoing wave in this variable. 
This сап only оссur if the sum, (5.2), includes the continuum components of 
the set oftarget nuclear wave functions; that is, (5.2)would need to Ье written 

Могеоуег, u(v) must Ье а singular function of v in order that а finite ampJitude 
exist when '1' '2"" approaches infinity. 

Antisymmetrization is most essential if а finite and minimal number of 
coupled channels is to Ье used. То see how antisymmetrization helps, consider 
the case of elastic scattering. Let the scattering without exchange Ье described Ьу 

uo(rO)t/JO(r1,r2; ... ,rA) and the exchange scattering, in which г, and ro, аге 

exchanged given Ьу t1i(rJt/Jo(rl' r2' ... , ri - l' rori+ 1" .• , rА)' so that the anti
symmetrized 'Р is given asymptotically Ьу 

Using the properties of the antisymmetrization operator this expression сап 

Ье written as follows: 

Thus the term in the antisymmetrized 'Р, which is proportionaJ to t/Jo, contains 
both the direct and the exchange amplitude. Importantly, it is not necessary to 
include in the sum being antisymmetrized contributions [гот the continuum 
target wavefunctions to obtain the correct scattering. In other words, the 
amplitude of the continuum wave functions need not Ье singular. Of course, if 
either method is used, antisymmetrization after solving the Schrodinger ог 
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antisymmetrization of the wave function before solution, the same result will Ье 

obtained. However, if approximations are to Ье used, particularly Ьу truncating 
the system of coupled-channel equations, а better approximation will Ье 

obtained if the approximate wave function is antisymmetrized before attempting 
а solution. 

We therefore assume that 

(5.8) 

where again N тау Ье larger than the number of ореп channels. Our problem 
will Ье to determine Р and thereby Q from this equation. 

The form of the wave function given Ьу (5.8) is used Ьу тапу authors in 
discussing prompt reactions. However, as pointed out Ьу Веll (62) and Villars 
(77), the set {uvt/J J is overcomplete because of the antisymmetrization required 
Ьу the Pauli exclusion principle. То see this, consider Fig. 5.1, which shows two 
possible states of the system, the incident particle being indicated Ьу ап ореп 

circle, some of the target nucleons Ьу the filled ones. The target wave function 
corresponding to Fig. 5.1а, say Фа' obviously differs from that for Fig. 5.1Ь, say 
Фь, so that each would give rise to верагате terms, иаФа and иьфь, in expansion 
equation (5.8). However, because of the identity of the particles, there is по 

difference between the states of the total system illustrated in Fig. 5.1. In other 
words, d[uat/JaJ and d[ubt/JbJ are not independent. There must Ье а linear 
combination of the two which is identically zero. 

Моге generally, there will Ье functions и~ that satisfy the equation 

(5.9) 

The functions и: satisfying (5.9) will Ье referred to as superjluous. As pointed 
out Ьу the example given above, опе сап always add to the series in (5.8) terms 
coming from exchange scattering without changing Р'Р. То demonstrate another 
example of the solution of (5.9), note that if t/Jv is а Slater determinant made 
ир of single-particle wave functions, (5.9) is satisfied if и: is апу опе of these 

(а) (Ь) 

FIG.5.1 
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wavefunctions. The existence of solutions to (5.9) demonstrates that (5.8) does 
not provide а complete definition of Р. Additional conditions are required. 

Elimination of the superf1uous solutions is essential for correct treatment of 
the Pauli exclusion principle. Serious errors сап result if such а procedure is 
not carried out and (5.8) is used, assuming that аН the Uv are independent. 
Friedman (67) has carried out а sample calculation, the scattering of neutrons 
оп 160, and has shown that neglect of the fact that {в.} forms а dependent set, 
leads to gross errors in the energies and widths of the resonances, and the 
prediction of spurious resonances, which аге not present in the results obtained 
with the exact calculation (see ТаЫе 5.1). 

The needed condition that wiH eventuaHy permit the determination of Р is 
suggested Ьу the discussion preceding (5.8): namely, that the remainder of the 
wave function 

Q'P = (1 - Р)'Р 

does not contain апу dependence оп the set {t/Jv} present lП (5.9). This ]s 
guaranteed ~ if 

(5.10) 

for аН Inserting Р'Р [гот (5.8), (5.10) becomesr o. 

N 

Uv(ro) = uv(ro) - I (Kvv·(r,ro)luv·(r) (5.11) 
v' =0 

where 

(5.12) 

and 

(5.13) 

Note§ that К is just the one-body density matrix of (1.4.4) in deShalit and 
Feshbach (74) and of (1.11.11). 

tln (5.10) and below, integration is performed оуег the variabIes соттоп to the Ьга and ket of
 
the matrix element.
 
iKerman (67) points out that К represents the lack of orthogonality between d(Uvl/lJ and d(Uv·l/lv·)
 
although I/I. is orthogonal to 1/1 •.. Indeed,
 

Непсе orthogonality will only оссцг if Кн ' = д ••" that is, if К is diagonal with eigenvalues ofunity. 



Control Calculation 

TABLE 5.1a Scattering оС Neutrons Ьу 160 

Primary Calculation 

Energy Е, Half-Width Г/2 

(МеУ) (keV) 
10.86 0.01 
10.98 2.5 
11.01 8.5 
12.90 0.58 
13.36 1.7 
14.48 0.73 
14.92 10 
15.52 2.2 

(МеУ) (keV) 
5.94 120 
6.97 57 
7.88 7.0 
9.19 42 

10.07 1.0 
11.21 0.12 
11.47 0.10 
12.54 22 
13.79 36 
15.15 15 

(МеУ) (еУ х 10-3) 

5.53 0.53 
7.33 0.03 

10.58 190 
10.75 1.4 
14.18 54 

(МеУ) (еУ) 

6.75 0.25 

j=% 

j=~ 

j=~ 

j=lf 

Energy Е, 

(МеУ) 

9.67 
10.00 
10.02 
10.55 
10.67 
11.05 
12.93 
13.37 
14.50 
14.93 
15.52 

(МеУ) 

5.24 
6.72 
7.77 
8.01 
9.03 
9.80 

10.16 
10.92 
11.27 
12.57 
13.79 
15.15 

(МеУ) 

5.92 
7.15 
9.13 

10.13 
10.00 
14.19 

(МеУ) 

5.33 
8.97 

Half- Width Г/2 

(keV) 
0.34 
4.9 
0.22 
0.24 
0.09 
8.3 
0.53 
1.6 

0.83 
11 
2.1 

(keV) 
38 
21 
0.009 
39 
35 

1.1 
28 

0.002 
0.01 

18 
35 
15 

(еУ х 10-2) 
1.3 
0.36 
0.18 
0.009 

190
 
59
 

(еУ) 

0.48 
0.54 

Source: Friedman (67).
 

"Кевопапсе parameters [ог the "ехаст" саве, the primary calculation, and а case in which the
 
projectile was given some properties which distinguished it, the control calculation thus checking the
 
efТect of the Pauli principle.
 

200 
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It is convenient to define the matrices 

(5.14) 

80 that (5.11) becomes 

и = (1- К)u (5.15) 

where 

1= f J(r - r')J v v ' 

Note that 

We now consider the properties оС К. We observe that К is Нerтitian, that is, 

Therefore, К сап Ье diagona1ized and its eigenvalues are real: 

(5.16') 

Second (1 - К) is positive definite. For апу и [see (5.16)] 

Since the ket is antisymmetric, опе сап rewrite this equation as 

(5.17а) 

~O (5.17) 

concluding the proof.
 
From these results опе сап immediately conclude that the eigenvalues оС К,
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К"' are less than ог equal to 1: 

(5.18) 

ProbIem. Show that К у у is positive definite. Therefore, if Р'Р contains only the 
elastic channel, so that К = Коо , 

Starting from (5.17 а), опе сап derive а further bound оп К". Expand d L uyt/J у 

in а complete set of target functions t/J t(r1 ••• гА)' It is very important to bear in 
mind that it would extend beyond N, the truncation value given Ьу (5.8). Then 
from (5.17а), 

<иl(l- К)и) = _1_ f /I uy(l - K)ytt/JtII uy,(l- K)y't't/Jr')
А + 1 (,,, = О \ у у' 

= _1_I / I uy(l - K)yrt/JrII uy.(l - K)y'tt/Jr)
А + 1 t \ у у' 

Ifwe drop the terms for both t and t' > N we drop а positive quantity, so that 

Now insert for и ап eigenfunction of К, Ш", with eigenvalue К". Опе obtains 

so that 

(5.18') 

which, together with (5.18), bounds Ка between -А and 1. 

ProbIem. Prove that 

tr К = A(N + 1) (5.19) 

where the trace of а matrix К with elements Kyy.(r,ro) is defined as 

(5.20) 
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ProbIem. Prove that 

The properties of К for elastic and inelastic scattering have Ьееп discussed 
extensively Ьу Friedman (67). 

Опе example of К will prove instructive. Suppose that N = О; that is, the 
prompt channel deals only with elastic scattering. К has only опе element, Коо : 

(5.21) 

where 1/10 is the ground-state wave function. Suppose that this wave function 
is а Slater determinant constructed of А single-particle wave functions, W i ; then 
it is easy to show that 

Коо = L
А 

w:(r)w,,(ro) (5.22) 
1 

For this К the eigenfunctions satisfying 

are 

and 

(5.23) 

Note that, as should have Ьееп apparent from the discussion, the eigenfunctions 
of К do not form а complete set. For this case, however, dUvl/l v and Lwuv,l/Iv' 
are orthogonal. 

ProbIem. Consider а two-particle 1/1 v' Each 1/1 v is а Slater determinant made ир 

of two single-particle wave functions taken from the set Wo, w1, w2 : the ground 
state 1/10 involving Wo and w1, 1/1 1 just w1 and W2 and 1/12' Wo and w2. Show that 
the К matrix in this example is 
К= 

w6(r)WO(ro) + wi(r)w 1(rO) Q)6(r)w2(rO) 

wi(r)wo(r o) wi(r)w 1(rO) + w!(r)w2(rO) 

[ w!(r)wl(rO) - w6(r)w1(rO) 

Show that eigenvaIues of К аге 1 with опе exception, for which the eigenvalue 
is -2. 
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Returning to (5.15) it is obvious that апу inversion of that equation must 
treat eigenstates of К with eigenvalues of 1 with саге. ТЬе corresponding eigen
functions аге denoted ш~1). These solutions are just the superj1uous solutions 
mentioned below (5.9). То prove this, consider 

<,1, Id" ш<l!,I, .) = ш(l) -" <К .joi1»'1' v l..J av '1'V a:v l..J vv av' 
v' v' 

But the right-hand side equals zero because ш~l) is ап eigenstate of К with 
eigenvalue of 1, so that 

It thus follows that 

and therefore 

(5.9) 

the condition for the superfluous solution. Moreover, and this is ап important 
point, the final expression for Р need not contain апу dependence оп ш~l), since 
these terms will not contribute to 

Непсе the use of the term superj1uous. This fact manifests itself in а property of 
и defined Ьу (5.12) and (5.14), namely 

(5.24) 

То prove this, insert (5.15) for и, yielding 

Because of the hermiticity of К, 

Thus the superfluous solutions аге orthogonal to U. 
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We now return to (5.15): 

u = (1- К)u 

ТЬе general solution of this equation is 

In accordance with the discussion just concluded, the terms in ш~1) are dropped, 
so that 

(5.25) 

and 

(5.26) 

where the орегагог 1/1 - К' is defined Ьу 

1 _" Wf;.)<w rl-- - L.. -- --"-- (5.27)
1- К' к.* 1 1 - К!;. 

It is convenient to rewrite (5.26) as follows: 

where we Ьаме made use ог (5.24). Finally, 

(5.28) 

In terms оС К', 

t К' 
u=--и=и+--и (5.29)

1- К' t - К' 

Recal1ing that U v == <I/J v I'Р), опе obtains 
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In terms of К', 

(5.30) 

This is the projection operator which, when applied to '11, yields s/Iuvt/Jv' with 
the requirement that попе of the t/Jv which арреаг in this sum are present in 
Q'II. This requirement must Ье satisfied if Р'Р is to involve а finite number of 
t/Jv' Equation (5.30) reduces to the simple form Lvt/Jv>(t/Jv when аН the Ка are 
either zero or 1. 

With Р determined, it now becomes possible to develop ап explicit statement 
for the Sсhrбdiпgеr equation (2.3) and (2.4) or (2.7). Let us use the last form, 

(5.31) 

То reduce this equation to а set of coupled equations in опе variable, патеlу 

the distance between the projectile and the center of mass of the target, 
premultiply (5.31) successively Ьу t/Jv and integrate over аН the coordinates оС 

the target nucleons. Note from (5.10) and (5.12) that 

и v= (t/JvI'Р >= (t/JvIР'Р > (5.32) 

Since 'Р is ап arbitrary antisymmetric function of (А + 1) variables, the second 
pair of equations holds for апу such function. Equation (5.31) becomes the set 
of coupled equations 

In this equation, the effect ofthe projection appears explicitly in the Hamiltonian 
term. If we now introduce the function Uv' (5.33) becomes 

(5.34) 

The term оп the right involves both direct and exchange terms. The term оп 

the left is modified Ьу the inclusion of normalization corrections. Note, however, 
the explicit omission of the eigenfunctions of К with unit eigenvalue. Since K~" 

сап Ье written as а finite sum of factorable terms its inclusion does not present 
апу special difficulties. If аН the eigenvalues of К аге 1 or zero, К' = О, with the 
result that опе need only include the exchange terms in the effective Hamiltonian 
to take account of antisymmetrization. 
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Ап altemative form for (5.34) is obtained Ьу reintroducing the operator К: 

Ог because of the orthogonality between ш~1) and и, 

(5.36) 

In other words, опе сап use the naive wave function .JJ1 L Иу I/J у in the Sсhrбdiпgеr 

equation as long as и is orthogonal to аН the eigenstates w~l) of К with eigenvalue 
1. Which form, (5.34) or (5.36), is used is а matter of convenience. If the ш~1) 

are known а priori, it might Ье more convenient to use (5.36). Оп the other 
hand, if аН the eigenvalues of К are zero ог 1, (5.34) might prove гпоге useful, 
especiaHy since the orthogonality w~l) to и is ап automatic consequence of(5.34). 

Orthogonality of ш~1) сап Ье enforced Ьу projection: 

й = и - L w~l)<w~l)lu> 
IX 

The resulting .JJ1Luyl/J y remains а solution of (5.36) since 

.'>?1 "\' ш(1),/, 
г: ау Ч'v 

is identicaHy zero for аН (J. [Saito (69)]. 
Another method that is particularly useful when asymptotic conditions need 

to Ье satisfied explicitly is used Ьу Auerbach, Gal et al (72). For example, rewrite 
(5.34) [or (5.35)] making the orthogonality of ш~1) explicit Ьу introducing the 
projection operator ql and Рl 

ч, == 1- Lw~l»<w~l)=1- Рl (5.37) 
IX 

Then both equations сап Ье written in the form 

(5.38) 

If(5.34)is used, р isjust 1 - К'. The identical result is obtained if(5.35) is used. 
Writing ql = 1 - Рl' (5.38) becomes 

(Ер - h)u = Рl(Ер - h)u 
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Let 

(Ер - h)u(O) = О 

and 

(Ер - h)qj(+) = 1 

Then 

и = и(О) + qj(+)Pl(Ep - h)u 

= U(О) + Lqj(+)W~l»<W~l)I(Ep -ll)U) 

The orthogonality requirement becomes 

<ш~l)lu) = <w~1)lu(O» + L <w~l)lrg(+)W~l»<W~l)I(Ep - h)u) =0 
а 

Defining the matrix (j Ьу 

these equations сап Ье solved for <w~l)I(Ep - h)u): 

<ш~l)I(Ер - h)u) = - L(g-l)ар<w~l)lu(О» 
р 

Final1y, 

и = и(О) - Lqj(+) ш~1» (g-l)ap <w~l)luo) (5.39) 
а 

Problem. In (5.34) introduce the wave functions 

f2v = L (Jl - K')vv'uv' 
v' 

and derive the coupled equations for f2 ' Show that the effective Hamiltonian v 

for this equation is Hermitian. 
It is perhaps unnecessary to add that Heff in (5.34) or (5.36) сап Ье replaced 

Ьу Нор! and thus provide а description of the prompt processes after averaging 
over the fine structure. The supplementary condition in (5.36) must, of course, 
still Ье satisfied. 

In summary, to take into account the Pauli exclusion principle and 
simultaneously limit the space [i/J, one first evaluates К. This matrix depends 
only оп the ground state, 1/1o, of the target nucleus and а finite number of its 
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excited states, 1/1 v' Опсе К is obtained, and its eigenstates Ша detennined, опе 

сап proceed to solve (5.34) using only those Ша whose eigenvalues differ from 
zero or 1. Or using only those with eigenvalues of unity, опе сап solve (5.36), 
including the supplementary condition. Determining the eigenstates of К is not 
а formidable task, as К is bounded and Hermitian and depends оп опе 

coordinate. However, the target wave functions should include center-of-mass 
efТects, which does introduce some complication. 

If determinantal wave functions are used for 1/1,., опе avoids calculating К 

altogether, since then it is known that аН the eigenvalues of К аге 1 and that 
the eigenfunctions of К аге just the single-particle wave functions making ир 

the determinant. However, the center-of-mass problem remains. 
ТЬе discussion above is restricted to scattering, elastic and inelastic. ТЬе 

effects of the Pauli principle for particle transfer reactions are discussed in later 
chapters. 

6. ALTERNATIVE REACTION FORMALISMS 

Such а wide variety of reaction formalisms have Ьееп proposed that it is not 
possible to present ап adequate review of еасЬ in this volume. We have, therefore, 
chosen to describe а few of the more familiar examples. То the extent that еасЬ 

опе is exact, they should give identical answers to а specific problem. ТЬе 

advantages of а given approach depend more оп the ease with which it сап Ье 

applied to а given physical situation. Опе should especiaHy ask: Is it in а form 
that permits а direct physical interpretation of the experimental results, and 
similarly, does. it have predictive capability? Сап it make good use of what is 
known about the nuclear structure of the colliding systems, of the compound 
system, and of the produced particles? Сап its parameters, in principle, if not 
immediately, Ье derived from fundamental nuclear theory, that is from the 
underlying nucleon-nucleon force, or less ambitiously from а model 
Hamiltonian plus а residual interaction? 

Fortunately for the comparison with experimental data, theform of the results 
for the transition amplitudes and cross sections is the same [ог аН these 
formalisms. This might Ье referred to as а formalism invariance. Ап important 
reason for this similarity lies in the requirements of unitarity. Unitarity, when 
applied to а single-channel process, requires that the S matrix satisfy 

(6.1) 

This condition is satisfied Ьу the foHowing form [see (2.44)]: 

2'ф 1 - in.ffS=e Р _1 (6.2)
1 + in.ff 

where фр is а smoothly varying function of the energy and .ff is а real function 
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which contains that part of S which varies rapidly with energy. ТЬе function 
фр gives the potential scattering phase shift so that the potential scattering S 
matrix, Sp, is 

and (б.2) сап Ье written 

(б.3) 

where 

l-in%
S --- (б.4) 

R -1 + in% 

ТЬе words smoothly and rapidly are not quantitatively defined, so that the 
factorization equation (б.3) is not completely specified, and indeed, different 
reaction theories wil1 use differing Sp. 

The transition matrix .'У [ = (1 - S)/2ni] is 

(б.5) 

where 

1 - з, l.ф • 
:Ур = --.- = --е l 

Рsшфр 
2т n 

and 

(б.6) 

Equation (б.5) has the same form as (2.47) in the single-channel context. 
Moreover, the resonance representation of % сап in general Ье given Ьу 

(6.7) 

where У; and es аге real. In the case of а single isolated гевопапсе, at say ео,!У 

becomes 

от _ 1 jфр . Ф + 2iфр (l/2n)[y~/(E - ео)] 
и - --е sш р е 

n 1 + (i/2)[y~/(E - е о)] 

or 

1 'ф [ . 'ф y~/2 ]:у = - - е' Р Sln Фр - е' Р -----=--- (6.8) 
n Е - ео + (i/2)y~ 
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which is just the single-channel resonance formula, showing both а potential 
scattering term and а resonant term. Equation (6.8)is а consequence of unitarity 
plus the statement that the two kinds of amplitudes асе involved: When there 
асе тапу terms in the series [ос ff, ff is not as simple. However, it should Ье 

possible to expand ff in terms of the poles of the S matrix, EJl' such as that 
given Ьу (2.33): 

(6.9) 

50 that 

(6.10) 

Recal1 that both d и and EJl асе сотрlех numbers, so that the питЬес of 
parameters in the middle expression is 4n if the питЬес оп the right side is 2n, 
implying that there асе 2n relations between {dJl} and {EJl}' These relations 
сап Ье obtained [сот (6.10). First expand both sides of (6.10) in а power series 
in inverse powers of Е. The left-hand side give5 

and the right-hand side gives 

50 that 

Since {у;} is сеаl, 

IIrndJl=O (6.11) 

IRedJl=~IY; (6.12) 
2п 

Ап alternative but not independent requirement states that the ротев of the 
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right-hand side of (б.10) оссцг at E
JJ

• These poles are the roots of 

ТЬе sum of the roots equals the coefficient of - Е(n -1>, so that 

implying that 

(б.1 3) 

and 

(б.14) 

Опе сап verify from (б.8) that (б.11) and (б.14) hold for ап isolated resonance: 

Imdll=O 

1 
Red = --ImЕ 

Il n Il 

Equations (б.11) and (б.14) state that these equations hold оп the average for 
overlapping resonances. Опе сап readily continue this process. ТЬе next order 
yields 

2п L (Redll)(ReE v ) = 1т L е.к, 
JJ>V JJ>V 

However, these additional relationships are not informative. ТЬе major point, 
to Ье gained from the discussion following (б.1 О), is that the parameters .9f11 

and Е аге not independent, if S is to Ье unitary. 
The" sequence of equations (б.5), (б. б), (б.7), and (б.9) present ап expansion 

of 1/R in terms of the poles of the reactance matrix х, which automaticaHy 
satisfies unitarity or ап expansion in poles of the S matrix, where, however, 
unitarity is not obvious but is secured through relations such as (б.11) and 
(б.14). The form of these results is independent of а particular reaction formalism. 
The difТerence among the formalisms lies in their statement regarding the 
potential scattering amplitude ,о/' р and the consequent difТerences in the inter
pretation of the parameters y~, slll' and E •eJJ , Il 

As ап example, consider the potential scattering amplitude 1/г- In ап early 
version of the Y.l-matrix theory (to Ье described below), 1/р is taken to Ье 

hard-sphere scattering for which the phase shift for the zero angular momentum 
l = О partial wave (and for large energies for aHl) is - kR, where R is the radius 
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of the sphere. In the formalism of Section 2 it is the scattering caused Ьу the 
Hamiltonian Н РР' How сап these give the same total amplitude? Clearly, 
hard-sphere scattering саппот Ье correct since it presumes ап infinite potential 
energy. It must therefore Ье compensated Ьу taking тапу terms in the series 
for х. Summing uр the effect of distant resonances, whose energy dependence 
over а small interval in energy is weak, modifies the hard-sphere shift, 
presumably into опе whose energy dependence is more in accord with scattering 
caused Ьу а potential. Moreover, we see that these distant resonances are not 
physically meaningful. Choosing the potential scattering does affect the values 
for the widths [see, e.g., (2.22)] and the resonance energies. Consistency requires 
that the same description of potential scattering is used in calculating or 
developing the energy dependence of the width and гевопапсе energy. 

ТЬе analysis of experimental data exhibits а similar problem. In fitting а 

cross веспоп to either (б.б) and (б.7) or to (б.9), it is necessary to determine the 
parameters фр as well as say )'/L and e/L' and to decide how many terms in the 
series over и to use. Changing that number will modify the empirical values of 
Y/l' e/L' and фр, ТЬе pragmatic response to this issue is to include the number 
of terms as опе of the parameters in obtaining а fit. In other words, опе looks 
for а number of terms such that the inclusion of ап additional опе in the sum 
over и does not affect the х2 for the fit and does not modify the values of the 
parameters obtained from the data. Опе must also require that the potential 
phase shift does not vary rapidJy with energy. 1t is clear that in presenting an 
analysis of data, the method used in obtaining the parameters should Ье carefully 
stated. Of course, these problems do not arise if the resonance is isolated. 

ProbIem. Write the S matrix in the presence of doorway states is 

whereSpis the Smatrix for potential scattering, SD for doorway state resonances, 
and Sr for fine-structure resonances. Show that 

(б.15) 

We turn now to some examples of reaction formalisms. Our general aim will 
Ье to relate them to the general discussion given in Sections 2 to б of this 
chapter. 

А. The Theory о, Kapur and Peierls% 

This theory sets а boundary condition at еасЬ channel radius Rc' In the 
single-channel case, the boundary condition to Ье satisfied Ьу the resonant 

:Kapur and Peierls (38). 
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state is 

гх, 'k--=IX at r = R (6.16)
~ /lor 

The radius R is апу distance beyond which the nuclear interactions vanish. The 
consequence is а resonance series for the S matrix [see (2.46)] of the form given 
Ьу (2.33).The parameters, the widths and resonance energies, аге real but energy 
dependent. Equation (6.16) simply states that X/l at R is ап outgoing wave with 
wave number k. The generalization of (6.16) to several channels requires that 

aX/lC • 

--= lkcX/lc at r = R (6.17)ar c 

where the subscript с denotes the channel and kc is the corresponding wave 
number. 

The theory described in Section 2 of this chapter provides а generalization 
of the theory of Kapur and Peierls free of the use of а boundary condition 
radius or верагапоп into partial waves. То demonstrate this point, consider 
the eigenfunctions fl/l of the operator H + W discussed in the materialQQ QQ 
following (2.31). They satisfy 

(6.18) 

where 

Note the parametric dependence of Q/l and E/l оп Е, the energy of the system. 
Equation (6.18) is equivalent to the coupled equations 

(6.19а) 

(6.19Ь) 

where X/l аге the open-channel wave functions associated with the resonant 
state Q/l' Equation (6.18) is obtained if the solution of (6.19а) is taken to Ье 

1 
Х - Н Q (6.19c)
а ": Е(+)-Н PQ /l 

РР 

The X/l' then, satisfy outgoing wave boundary conditions which аге the natural 
generalization of (6.17), concluding the argument. As in the case of the 
Карш-Peierls theory, the resonance widths and energies аге functions of Е. 
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This dependence is weak; its strength determined Ьу the energy variation of the 
ореп-сhаппеI wave functions, that is, of the prompt amplitudes. Indeed, this 

·energy dependence is desirabIe. It takes into account the efТect of the energy 
dependence of the prompt amplitudes upon the resonance parameters. This 
dependence could Ье significant if the resonance is wide, or if тапу resonances 
in а substantiaI energy domain, д.Е, are being considered. 

В. ~·Matrix Formalism~ 

This method сап Ье considered to Ье а speciaI case of the formaIism, described 
in this chapter, in which the projection operator Р is geometric. ConceptuaIIy, 
the simplest operator, which projects out of the exact soIution '11, а part that 
has the same asymptotic behavior as '11, is one that is unity outside the region 
in which the nuclear interaction takes place and zero inside; that is, Р = 1 as 
long as IRa - га 1> Re , where га is the coordinate of the ath nucleon, Ra the септет 

of mass of the rest of the system, and В; is the interaction radius appropriate 
for а channeI с. The operator Q then projects into the interaction region. The 
probIems raised Ьу the Pauli principle аге thus encountered only in !l space. 
In f/ space the form used in (5.8) suffices.This assumes that the probIems raised 
Ьу the Iong-range Coulomb forces аге not important. 

However, the use of а spatiaIIy discontinuous projection operator does give 
rise to probIems that must Ье carefuIIy treated. It is necessary, for example, to 
ensure the continuity of totaI '11; that is, the two discontinuous functions Р'Р 

and Q'P mustjoin smoothIy at the surface ofthe interaction region, IRa - г, 1=Re 

for аII а. The kinetic energy operators must Ье suitabIy defined. Since Р'Р is 
discontinuous, V;(P'P) wiIl Ье singular оп the surface of the interaction. Similar 
remarks apply to Q'P. But '11 = Р'Р + Q'P wiII have по singularities at this 
surface. Identical probIems of this kind occur in the theory of boundary 
perturbations and Green's functions [Morse and Feshbach (53)] and сап Ье 

resolved in the same way. The value оп the surface of the interaction region of 
V;(P'P) is taken to Ье its value as опе approaches the surface from the field-free 
region, that is, as IRa-rаl-R;+J. Similarly, V;(Q'P) at this surface is defined 
in the Iimit IRa - ral- R;-J, that is, as the surface is approached from the 
interaction region. Continuity for '11 is ensured, as in the Green's function case, 
through the use of а singular surface interaction. In the case of the Green's 
function for the Laplace equation, this procedure is equivalent to assuming the 
presence of compensating monopole and dipole Iayers. In the present context, 
we introduce а surface interaction, fJ6, which is present in both the field-free 
and interaction regions. fJ6 is defined Ьу 

1 
fJ6=-"fJ6 (6.20)

А+ 1 ~ а' 

:Wigner and Eisenbud (47). 
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where 

and a/aprz. is the normal derivative to the surface, prz. = В;.. В; is ап arbitrary 
constant. The constant Ь, сап Ье determined from the single-channel case to 
Ье '12/2pc, where Ре is the reduced mass for the channel. The interaction region 
has Ьееп assumed to Ье spherical. It is а simple matter to generalize (6.20) to 
the case of а deformed shape. The coupled equations (2.3)and (2.4)аге replaced Ьу 

(Е - Н рр - gв)P'P = - .qв(Q'P) (6.21) 

(Е - Н QQ - gв)Q'P = - gв(P'P) (6.22) 

We see that the requirements of continuity provide the coupling between Р\fI 

and Q'P. Continuity is assured Ьу these equations since the singularities оп 

both sides must match. Note that Ьу defining V;(РЧ1) [and V;(QЧ1)J as indicated 
above, Нрр and НQQ will not Ье singular at Ра = R. 

The functions Ф, of (2.9) аге solutions of the homogeneous form of (6.22). We 
shall саН these functions Х;.. They satisfy 

(Е;. - H Q Q - gв)X;. = О (6.23) 

Integrating over а small interval in РIl containing R, we find that Х). satisfies 
the boundary condition 

(6.24) 

This condition, together with 

(6.25) 

are equivalent to (6.23). Since we are dealing with ап "штепог problem," the 
spectrum of Ел will Ье discrete; moreover, because of the nature of H Q Q , it will 
Ье unbounded from above. The Х). form ап orthonormal complete set. The 
potential scattering wave functions х( ±) аге, similarly, solutions of 

(E-Нрр)Х(±)=О (6.25') 

Iп addition to satisfying the boundary conditions at infinity indicated Ьу their 
superscripts, they must join continuously with the internal wave functions, Н рр 

consists only of the kinetic energy operator and the long-range electromagnetic 
interactions. 

These results are already sufficient to establish the совпеспоп with the 
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Wigner-Eisenbud 9l-matrix theory. However, we сап go опе step further and 
derive the relation between the wave function and its derivative needed to obtain 
the transition amplitude in the 9l-matrix theory. Ву eliminating QЧI from (6.22), 
we obtain the familiar equation for РЧI: 

[Е - н - зu - в 1 зuJРЧI - о (6.26)рр 

Е - H - .@ 


QQ 

Ву requiring that the coefficient of the д function singularity in the ЗU-dерепdепt 

potential Ье zero, then integrating over а small interval in Ра. including R, yields 
the result, after expansion in eigenfunctions Х)., that 

(6.27) 

where 'I'(R; «) is the wave function '1' evaluated with the cxth particle оп the 
interaction surface, that is, with Ра. = R. Because ofthe symmetry of Х). and Ч', 

(6.28) 

То obtain the Wigner-Eisenbud result it is necessary to introduce а complete 
and orthonormal set of surface wave' functions 8~"') (1,2, ... , сх - 1, а + 1, ... , 
А + 1; RQ",). The superscript сх indicates that the cxth particle is оп the interaction 
surface; the remaining coordinates are for the other particles that are located 
within the interaction region. The subscript с indicates the channel. The ortho
normality condition is 

(6.29) 

where the integration is over the surface р", = R and over the interior volume 
for the remaining particles. Expanding 'I'(R; сх) in terms of these wave functions 
yields 

(6.30) 

where 

and 

(6.31) 
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аге independent of о( because of the symmetry of the wave functions. The 
subscript оп В has Ьееп dropped to avoid confusion. The quantities у лс are 

(6.32) 

Equation (6.30) is the primary Y4!-matrix result as given Ьу Teichmann and 
Wigner (52).(There are some difТerences in notation.) The у4! matrix is given Ьу 

~ = L r;.сУлс· (6.33)
• сс' л Ел - Е 

The у лС are independent of the energy so that the energy dependence of у4! is 
completely explicit. We see that when В = О, roughly speaking, у4! gives the 
relation between the magnitude of 'р оп the surface and its radial derivative. 

We shaH not сапу this development апу further. То obtain the reaction 
amplitudes, we need only note that the external wave functions сап also Ье 

written in terms ofthe surface wave functions muJtiplied Ьу radial wave functions 
which need to Ье adjusted so as to satisfy the joining conditions at the channel 
radius PrL = R given Ьу (6.30) and the usual combination of ап incident wave 
and ап outgoing wave at Ра- 00. 

This formalism contains two arbitrary parameters, R and В, for each channel. 
The predictions аге independent of their value. But the question сап Ье asked 
if there is а best value of each, so that ассшаге approximations сап Ье readily 
made. For ехатрlе, it would Ье desirable if the series, (6.33), were limited to а 

few terms. However, there are also some important requirements that must Ье 

met which act to increase the number ofterms. It would at first seem reasonable 
to propose the nuclear radius for R. But the intrinsic nuclear wave functions 
do not [аН precipitously to zero at R, пог is the range of nuclear forces equal 
to zero. Therefore, the region beyond R is in fact not nuclear force free. Опе 

could attempt to take this into account Ьу including these terms in Н рр' but 
then the efТects of the Pauli principle would have to Ье explicitly considered. 
Ап alternative procedure would Ье to take а larger value of R, that is, опе 

larger than the nuclear radius. But then the density of the levels Ел increases 
and the number ofterms in the series for Rcc ' which would need to Ье considered, 
increases сопеsропdiпglу. The method adopted limits the series to а few terms 
in the region of energy of interest and considers the remaining terms as ап 

empirical parameter with а weak energy dependence. The efТect ofthis procedure 
is to modify the potential scattering from that given Ьу (6.25'), in other words, 
to introduce а potential term in the external region. For further discussions of 
this problem, the reader is referred to Teichmann and Wigner (52), Thomas 
(55), and Lane and Thomas (50). 

The use of the boundary condition operator was introduced into the theory 
of nuclear reactions Ьу Bloch (57) and elaborated Ьу Сапе and Robson (66,67). 
The description above is taken from Feshbach (62). It permits the direct use of 
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the formalism in Sections 2 to 5 to evaluate the consequence of the ~-matrix 

assumptions. 

С. S-Matrix Formalism+ 

The Карш--Peierls expansion employs the eigenvalues of the operator 
Н QQ + WQQ, where the dependence оп the energy Е of. WQQ is regarded as 
parametric, so that the eigenvalue EJl and eigen function QJl аге both functions 
of Е: 

(6.34) 

This is ап excellent approximation as long as WQQ(E) varies slowly with Е. If 
we have Ьееп careful in selecting the prompt channels forming f!J, this will Ье 

generally true unless the resonance width is ап appreciable fraction of the 
single-particle width. However, this condition is not always satisfied, particularly 
when the target nucleus is Iight. It therefore becomes necessary to improve оп 

this approximation Ьу solving 

(6.35) 

This is the procedure that was adopted Ьу Lemmer and Shakin (64). From ЛJl 

[соmраге with (6.19с)] опе сап obtain the prompt wave function: 

(6.36) 

For а given channel п, this wave function satisfies the boundary condition 

(6.37) 

where 

(6.38) 

The quantity F." is the excitation energy of the residual nucleus. Since ~Jl has а 

negative imaginary рап, РЧJJl wiJI grow exponentially with increasing р,," This 
exponential increase сап Ье interpreted [Humblet and Rosenfeld (61)] as а 

consequence of the fact that опе finds at Р« those particles that were emitted 
Ьу the system at а time (t ~ Ра/и), where v is ап average velocity. Since the time 

;Siegert (39); Rosenfeld and Humblet (61). 
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dependence of the state Ч' /l is 

е - i<t"t!h 

this еппззюп occurred when the amplitude of Ч' /l was larger Ьу the factor 
exp[(Im 6"/l)Pa/vh]. This behavior is the familiar опе; solutions satisfying 
boundary condition (6.37) are often referred to as the Gamow solutions, used 
Ьу Gamow and Condon and Gurney in their theory of a-decay. 

The expansion of the S matrix in terms of its poles was initially carried out 
Ьу Siegert (39) for the elastic scattering case and was further developed Ьу 

Humblet and Rosenfeld (61) to take account of reactions generally. However, 
because of the exponentially diverging nature of the wave functions associated 
with the poles of the S matrix, the traditional methods of expansion in terms 
of ап orthonormal set аге not possible and these authors had recourse to 
exploiting the analytic properties of the S matrix оп the complex energy plane. 
[For а resolution of the expansion difficulty, see Feshbach (79).] 

This problem is avoided, in the formalism presented in this chapter, if f2 
contains only closed channels. Lemmer and Shakin (64), for example, simply 
solved the secular equation (2.36), which is just а form of (6.35). The solutions, 
Л/l' аге expanded in terms of the closed-channel wave functions so that there 
is по normalization problem. The Л/l's and their adjoint functions Л~А) form а 

biorthogonal set: 

(6.39) 

We mау therefore expand the propagator in (2.30') to obtain 

(6.40) 

where 6" /l and Л/l do not depend оп the energy Е. 

This is not ап expansion in terms of all the S-matrix poles. Referring to (6.3). 

the expansion has Ьееп made in terms ofpoles SR only, the number being given 
Ьу the size of the f!2 space. The advantages of this procedure are quite manifest. 
Not only сап опе obtain ап expansion in terms of physically significant matrix 
elements and energies, but опе сап also select the energy range over which the 
expansion is made Ьу selecting the set Фs. and опе сап avoid unimportant poles. 
It is worthwhile to recall that in single-channel potential scattering, the Sp 
matrix for а attractive square well has ап infinite number of poles. ТЬе 

disadvantage of expansion equation (6.40) is the lack of independence of the 
various matrix elements and energies 6" /l because of conditions imposed Ьу 

unitarity. 
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D. Microscopic Theory 

In а mieroseopie theory of nuelear reaetions, the various quantities, sueh as the 
widths and the resonanee energies and the matrix elements entering the eoupled 
equations (5.33), (5.34), or (5.35), are аll evaluated from "first" prineiples, namely 
using а nuelear foree and а model of the target and residual nuelei. The analysis 
of this ehapter has Ьееп employed in this way Ьу Lemmer and Shakin (б4), and 
Friedman (б7) for light nuelear targets. These authors цве а shell model or 
deformed shell model deseription ofthe target. Bloeh (бб) proposed а generaliza
tion of the shell model for reaetion problems whieh has Ьееп developed Ьу 

МаЬаuх and Weidenmiiller (69) who have written а treatise entitled Shell Model 
Approach (о Nuclear Reactions. We briefly diseuss some ofthese attempts below. 

It will Ье eonvenient to employ the seeond quantization formalism ofChapter 
УН in deShalit and Feshbaeh (74). We briefly review some of the results we 
shall need in the present context. In the second quantization formalism, the 
Hamiltonian is expressed in terms of ereation and destruetion operators, фt(г) 
and ф(г), respeetively, where г, as usual, ineludes not only spatial but also spin 
and isospin variables. These operators satisfy the antieommutation relations 

{ ф(г), фt (r')} = J(r - r'); {фt (г), ф(г')} = {ф(г), ф(г')} = о (б.41) 

In terms of these operators the number operator, N, is given Ьу 

(б.42)N= fфt(г)ф(г) dr 

Ап A-particle state is given Ьу 

where the vaeuum state 10> satisfies 

ф(г) Iо >= о 

ТЬе Foek spaee wave function, with а definite energy Е, is given Ьу <Elr1 • .. rA >. 
Ап (А + 1)-partiele state is given Ьу 

ТЬе normalization of the state given Ьу (б.43) is 

(б.44) 
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In problems dealing with the shell model it will Ье convenient to expand the 
operators Ф and фt in terms of single-particle wave function ({Jk, forming а 
complete orthonormal set of eigenfunctions defined Ьу 

(6.45) 

where Т is the kinetic energy and и is the shell model potential. Let 

a(k) = <({Jk I ф(r» (6.46) 

ТЬеп the coefficients satisfy 

{a(k), а t(k')} = Ci(k, k'), {а t(k), а t(k')} = {a(k), a(k')} = О 

a(k)IO) = О <Olat(k) = О 

N= L а t(k)a(k) (6.47) 
k 

ТЬе operator Kvv,(r, ro)сап Ье expressed in terms ofthe operators ф. Note that 

Kvv,(r, ro) == А fф:(r, r 2 , .. ·, г А)Ф v,(ro, r 2 , .. ·, г A)dr 2· .·dr А 

= А f<vIг, г 2, ... , г А) <го' г 2, ... , гА Iv') dr 2 ... dr А 

Using (6.43) as follows: 

it follows immediately that 

(6.48) 

Inserting expansion (6.46) gives 

к vv,(r, г о) = L ({J:.(r)({Jk(r о) <kv Iк Iv'k' ) 

where 

<kvIKlv'k') = <vlat(k')a(k)lv') (6.49) 

ТЬе eigenvalue problem for the К operator сап now Ье written as follows: 

L <vlat(k')a(k)lv') W~~i, = KaW~~ (6.50) 
v',k' 
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Equation (6.49) demonstrates again that the set а: /v) is not orthogonal, since 
the overlap between two such states is given Ьу 

<vla(k)a t(k')1v') = bvv,Jk k , ~ <k, vlк /v'k') 

Diagonalizing 1 ~ К is а method [ог restoring orthogonality, and consequently, 
removing overcompleteness. 

With the use of (6.49) it is а relatively simple matter to determine the matrix, 
К, юг а set of Slater determinants [ог states v. Friedman (67) provides several 
examples: 

Example 1. The states Iv) аге single-hole states, N in питЬег, so that 

Iv) = a(kJ/Q) 

where Q is ап (А + l)-particle state. Then the N 2 х N 2 matrix [ог К is 

<vlat(k[)a(kjlv') = <Qlat(k;)at(kj,)a(kj)a(ki,)/Q) 

= J(i, i')J(j,j') - b(i,j)b(i', j') (6.51) 

This matrix сап readily Ье diagonalized. The eigenvalues K!J. аге found to Ье 

unity with а multiplicity N 2 
- 1, and 1 - N. 

Example 2. The states Iv) аге single-particle states, N in питЬег, so that 

i = 1,... ,N 

Then 

<vla t(k[ )a(k)1 v') = <Qla(k;)a t(k[ )a(kj)a t(ki,)IQ) 

=ди, i')b(i, j') (6.52) 

In this case К7 = 1 N(N + 1)/2 times, and Ка = - 1, N(N - 1)/2 times. 

The ргоЫет following (5.23) deals with а simple case of three two-particle 
states with eight eigenvalues Ка = 1 and опе equal to - 2. Although these results 
аге obtained using Slater determinant wave functions [от t/!v, they сап Ье 

generalized to а Нпеаг combination of the determinants, since such а 

сопюшапоп of the determinants is generated Ьу а unitary transformation. As 
а consequence, the eigenvalues spectrum, К7 , remains unchanged although the 
corresponding eigenfunctions of К will Ье transformed. This is ап important 
remark since it permits the application ofthe foregoing analysis to тоге ассшаге 

descriptions of the states of the target nuclei, including contributions [гот 

unbound orbitals, preserving orthogonality and satisfying the Pauli exclusion 
principle. 
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With the eigenfunctions and eigenvalues of К determined, опе тау now solve 
the scattering problem using the most convenient of its formulations, (5.33), 
(5.34), ог (5.36). The procedure discussed Ьу Bloch, Mahaux, and Weidenmii11er 
makes two approximations. In the first рlасе it limits the number of nucleons 
in the continuum of the she11 model potential to опе, thus restricting the 
application to scattering (including charge exchange) reactions and not 
permitting the treatment of particle exchange reactions. This is an approxi
mation even for scattering processes since states with two or more particles in 
the continuum тау Ье of importance, indeed аге, for ассшаге descriptions of 
the target wave functions, as mentioned аооуе. The second approximation, not 
completely independent ofthe first, limits the description ofthe target (А particle) 
states and those of the (А + 1) compound system to linear combinations of 
Slater determinants formed from bound single-particle wave functions only. 
А set of states for the full (А + 1)-particle system is constructed. The "bound" 

states Ф, аге shell model states, which like the target states consist of linear 
combinations of Slater determinants constructed from А + 1 bound single
particle levels. These аге finite in number. The energy of these states сап Ье 

аооме the threshold for particle emission so that they will generate resonances 
as described in the introduction to this chapter. The scattering states of the 
(А + 1) system, хс(Е), are constructed Ьу antisymmetrizing the product of the 
wave function for а particle in the continuum and а target wave function. 
Because of the special construction of а11 the states from single-particle wave 
functions which аге eigenfunctions of а common energy-independent single
particle Hamiltonian, these scattering states, together with the bound states, 
form an orthogonal set which we will assume is appropriately normalized. We 
sha11 refer to them as the shell model states. Thus Ьу making the assumptions 
listed аЬоуе, the Pauli principle and problems of overcompleteness are 
avoided. 

The formalism developed Ьу Mahaux and Weidenmiiller (69)сап Ье expressed 
in terms of projection operators. These are explicitly constructed from the 
(А + 1)-particle shell model states. The operator Q projects оп to the set ф", 

while Р projects оп to the she11 model scattering states Хс' 

Р = ~ fdE'xAE')<хсСЕ') (6.53) 

Q = IФn)<Фn (6.54) 

These are of course not identical with the Р and Q used in Section 5. However, 
the general analysis ofSection 2 is аррliсаЫе. Equations (2.3)and (2.4)Ьесоте 

[Е - (Но)рр - Vpp]P'P = VpQQ'P (6.55) 

[Е - (Ho)QQ - VQQ]Q'P = VQPP'P (6.56) 
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where the fuП Hamiltonian Н is 

and Но is the shell model Hamiltonian. 
For further discussion of this model the reader is referred to Mahaux and 

Weidenmiiller's book (69). It is clear that its limitation to опе particle in the 
continuum precludes а realistic description of а compound nuclear resonance 
and а fortiori of transfer reactions. 1t сап Ье used to describe doorway states, 
particularly those which are constructed from 1p-l h states excited, for example, 
Ьу photon absorption [Bloch and Gi1let (65)]. This becomes а valid description 
if V is complex, to allow for energy averaging over compound nuclear 
resonances. The model is very useful as weB in providing а description of the 
structure of the S matrix, which as we discussed earlier, is insensitive to 
dynamical details. 

7. SUMMARY 

In this chapter а formal theory of nuclear reactions is developed, based оп а 

separation of the channels of the system into prompt and time-delaying states. 
This is accomplished formal1y through the use of projection operators Р and 
Q. Without specifying any but general properties of these operators, а theory 
in which direct reactions and compound nuclear resonances appear 
simultaneously and оп equal footing is developed in Section 2. Both the case 
of ап isolated resonance and that of overlapping resonances are treated. Still 
maintaining the generality of Р and Q, the energy average of the transition 
amplitude is discussed in Section 3 and а derivation of the optical model 
exhibited. It should Ье remembered that this optical model is not necessarily 
the single-channel optical model but сап include many channels, so that it 
provides not only а description of elastic scattering but also опе of inelastic 
scattering and direct processes generaBy. The theory of the doorway state and 
its relationship to intermediate structure in the cross section is the subject of 
Section 4. Exit as wеП as entrance doorways are treated, as weB as the efТect 

of а doorway resonance оп the fine structure resonances. In Section 5 we 
consider а more specific Р together with ,the problems of overcompleteness, the 
Pauli principle, and the lack of orthogonality which occur if the prompt wave 
function is expanded as а finite series in the wave functions of the target nucleus, 
as is appropriate for the discussion of elastic and inelastic scattering. These 
problems, as encountered more seriously in transfer reactions, will Ье discussed 
in а later chapter. Finally, in the last section the general methods (Section 2 
particularly) developed in this chapter are compared with other formalisms, 
including that of Kapur-Peierls, Wigner and Eisenbud, and Bloch, Mahaux, 
and WеidептiiПег, Many contributions to our understanding of nuclear 
reactions that are appropriate to this chapter have not Ьееп discussed. There 
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is the work of Macdonald, ТоЬостапand his collaborators, Danos and Greiner, 
Thaler, Shakin, and тапу others. Of course, по attempt has Ьееп made to 
provide а historical perspective. 

Reactions induced (от produced) Ьу y-rays сап readily Ье included without 
modification of the general development. As expected, the width of а resonance, 
Г, will now contain а component, Г)" because of the possible radiative decay 
of а resonance. In addition, direct )'-тау as well as doorway state processes ате 

automatically described Ьу the theory, which is discussed Ьу Estrada [Estrada 
and Feshbach (63)]. 

APPENDIX. ТНЕ BOUNDARY CONDITION MODEL 
FOR NUCLEAR вввстюнвт 

In the boundary condition model, configuration space is divided into two 
regions, опе in which the strong nuclear interactions prevail, r < R, and опе in 
which the potential is zero (for neutrons) от Coulombic (for charged particles). 
R is, roughly speaking, the nuclear radius. No such sharp boundary exists in 
nature. But the model is useful because it isolates the major physical effects, 
the corresponding parameters, and qualitative and quantitative estimates of 
their numerical values. ТЬе model was developed in а simple form Ьу Feshbach, 
Peaslee, and Weisskopf (47) and in а тоте complete and sophisticated form Ьу 

Wigner and Eisenbud (47). It has Ьееп used Ьу Lomon and Feshbach (68) to 
study the nucleon-nucleon interaction, Ьу Lomon (89) and Ьу Jaffe and Low 
(79) for elementary particle reactions. 

In this section we use the simpler description of Feshbach et al. (47). Spin is 
neglected. А partial wave expansion is assumed. The radial wave function for 
the lth partial wave, corresponding to ап orbital angular momentum of lп, is 
given Ьу (l/r)ф/. ТЬе boundary condition to Ье met Ьу the external wave function 
(, > R) at r = R is 

(A.l) 

where 1/ сап Ье а complex function of the energy. The resultant S matrix is 

(А.2) 

where w~ ±) ате solutions of the Schrodinger equation for r > R evaluated at 
r = R. The prime denotes derivative. The functions w~ ±) for uncharged particles 

:Feshbach, Peaslee, and Weisskopf (47). 
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have the following asymptotic dependence: 

wj+)(O ~еЩ-'1l/2) (А.З) 
~--+ 00 

wj-)(O ~е-Щ-/1l/2) 

~--+ 00 

(= kr 

Let 

(А.4) 

Then 

Iw,llw;1 sin((J,- !,) = 1 (А.5) 

Let 

(А.б) 

Then 

Iw;1
,1/ = -COS((J/ - !,) (А.7) 

Iw/I 
1 

s - (А.8)/-lw,1 2 

The scattering matrix сап then Ье written 

_ 2iO'I (fr! kR) - ,1, + is/
S,-е (А.9) 

(f,/kR) -,1, - is, 

The transmission factor Т/ is given Ьу 

Т/ = 1 -IS/1 2 = - 4 Im/,(kRs/) (A.lO)
(Re // - kR,1,)2 + (kRs, - Im/1)2 

Note that 

and Im/,~O (A.ll) 

Resonance Formula 

Consider first 1= О, for which ,10 = О. Let Бо Ье the value for which Re /0 = о. 

Then in the neighborhood of Б = Бо , 

(А.12) 
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and 

2 " 2· iros -l=(e 1<70 _ 1) _ e _10"0 

о (Е - Ео ) + ir/2 

where 

211m!ol 
г=-----

1 laRe!o/aEIE=Eo 

2kR 
= -------го 

Iд Re !o/aEIE=Eo 

If the interaction region is а square well, 

then at resonance 

a Re! o) ~R2 
( дЕ Е=Ео 112 

~R2 
Im!o = -t;2 Wo 

and 

These results аге easily generalized for 1=1= о. We find that 

where Ео is the energy at which Re!/ - kR~/ = о, and 

r~l) = 21Im!/1 
1 Ia(Re!/- kRs/)/aElE=Eo 

(l ) _ 2kRs/r о 
la(Re!/- kRs/)/aEIE=Eo 

(А.13) 

(A.l4) 

(A.l5) 

(A.l6) 

(А.17) 

(А.18) 

(A.19) 

(А.20) 

(А.21) 
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ТЬе penetrability Р/ is defined to Ье 

(А.22) 

&l Matrix (/=0)
 

Let Хл Ье the solutions for the interior (r < R) problem satisfying
 

X~(R) == (дХ л) = О 
ar r=R 

ТЬе eigenvalues will form а discrete spectrum. ТЬе energy accompanying the 
eigenfunction Хл is Ел. We now expand the exact solution t/J in terms of Хл in 
the region r < R. We assume that оп the surface r = R: 

where Xc(s) forms an orthonormal set оп the surface s, r = R. It then follows that 

фс(R) = - ~2 ~ ф~,(R) I _1-[ fdS ХлХс'(S)-I[ fdS ХлХ:(S)] 
и , лЕ-Ел _ 

ТЬе ~ matrix is therefore 

_" 1 * (А.23)~cc' - г: -ЕЕУУСУЛС' 
л л-

where 

(А.24) 

50 that 

(А.25) 
с' 

For the single-channel case, Rcc' = Rc/>cc" 

50 that the f of (А.1) is 

R 
fo= (А.26) 

~ 
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Properties of 5, and d, 

( (' )2
5Д) т::<i (21- 1)!! 

(1)
(А.27) 

-1 -0
~ .... 00 (3~ .... 00 

50 = 1 do=O 

(2 rd _ 15 --- (А.28)
1 - (l + (2) ., 1 - - (1 + (2) 

(4 (d = _ 3(6 + (2)
5 -----
2 - (9 + з(2 + (4) 2 9 + 3(2 + (4 

Fог charged particles, 

(А.29) 

The properties of Е, and G, аге given Ьу (А.70)-(А.74) in Appendix А at the 
end of the book. 
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